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INIRODUCTION 
hiqh energy gaiw»a-ray production in heavy ion collisions has been the object of a number of 
recent studies between 15 and 66 NeV/Nucleon incident energies (Grosse,1985; Grosse,1986; 
Stevenson, 1986; Stevenson, 1987; Ala*anos,1986; HliK—ann, 1987; Berthollet,1986, 
8erthollet,l987; kwato Njock.1986). Photons have attracted attention since they are not as 
seriously affected by absorption phenomena as pions, for example ; they can serve as 
unambiguous probes to study the reaction dynamics in the early stage of the collision, the 
main drawback of hard photon studies is the smallness of the > cross sections. 
Several aodels have been proposed to predict the photon production yields. Some of the» 
suggest that incoherent nucléon nucléon bremsstrahlung is the main source of the remission. 
These collisions can take pldte either in the initial stage of the reaction (Casstng,l986; 
nakayama, 1986; Bauer,1986; Bauer, 1987; Che «in Ko, 1987; Remington, 1986; Randrup, 1988) or 
within an equilibrated hot participant zone (Nifenecker, 1985; Prakash.1987). Other models 
suppose that photons are produced by coherent bremsstrahlung «here both nuclei or 
substantial parts of them act as a whole (Vasak,l985; Vasak.1986; S U M , 1987) 
In the following, after a shot: overview of the experimental techniques involved we first 
present the experimental results. Our main emphasis will be with the inclusive measurements 
of differential production cross-sections. These include the shape of the spectra, the 
angular distributions and the absolute cross-sections. He shall show, sn qualitative 
grounds, that these inclusive experiments tend to favor a picture whore the photons are 
produced in first nucléon nucléon collisions. Results from exclusive reactions which display 
the impact parameter dependence of the multiplicity and spec i n of the gamma-rays will be 
presented. 
After summarizing the experimental status, we give a first, semi classical, approach of a 
theoretical account of the photon production in many nucléon systems. The main aiw of this 
presentation Is to show how, and in what limits, it may be justified to schematized Nucleus-
Nucleus reactions into an Incoherent sum of independent nut!eon-nucléon cnntribulioos. 
It wilt clearly appear that the understanding of the Nucleus-Nucleus reactions requires both 
knowledge and understanding of the simpler nucleon-nucleo» and nudc-on Nucleus cases. He 
shall, therefore, review the experimental and theoretical aspects of these simpler reactions 
Insofar as they relate to our main subject. Ooing so we are conscious that we may omit 
important developments, both experimental or theoretical, but it would have been out of 
scope of this review to give a full account of such an extended field. It will appear that 
the contribution of charged pion exchange currents to photon production is probably very 
Important. 
Finally, we present an overview of the available theoretical approaches, and try to balance 
these different approaches with the experimental results, as well as with our knowledge of 
the more elementary processes. 
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I . EKPEfilMENlAl TECHNIQUES. 

In this section we review the experimental techniques aost commonly used far the measurement 
of photons with energies between 20 and ZOO He*. The probability for producing such photons 
in nuclear encounters is approximately 10» per collision. These rare events have to be 
discriminated against a large neutrons and charged part'des background. The requirement of 
both good energy resolution and good background rejection has lead to the use of multi-stage 
detecting systems. Such gamma-ray telescopes consist, schematically, cf a converter element 
«here photons are converted Into pairs of electron and positron, followed by thin 
scintillators detecting the leptons, and, finally, by a large volume total absorption 
detector. The classification adopted In the following Is based un the nature of the final 
absorber which can be lead glass, plastic Cerenkov, or various inorganic scintillators. 

Lead Glasses. 

This material is experted, due to the Cerenkov mechanism, to have a very low sensitivity to 
protons with less than 200 HeV. However, several authors (Edgingten,l$£&; Lebrun,1979; 
Alananos,l986) have found that lead glasses have a small but finite efficiency for detecting 
neutrons and protons below 200 MeV, lebrun and col leagues)1979) found that i) the detection 
efficiency is similar fnr protons and neutrons of 65 HeV and ii) that the probability that a 
65 HeV nucléon produced a light signal above Ihe detection threshold of B HeV Is 
7.3t0.7 10* . these medium energy neutrons and protons are abundantly produced in 
Nucleus-Nucleus collisions. Discrimination against those may be done by time of flight 
whenever possible. An example of time of flight spectrum Is shown on Fig. 1.1. It is seen on 
this figure that the background is, indeed, important, even under the gamma tine peak. 
Another limitation of lead glass counters is their poor resolution for photons under 

cyuM il 2% 
100 HeV. Iheir energy resolution as measured in (Herman, 19861 —=^- - - is larger than 
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that obtained with BaF2 and Nal scintillators. Moreover (he response function shows a 
pronounced high-energy tail (fdg1ngton,1966;Herrmann,l9B6), as can be seen on Tig.1.2. This 
tail may cause significant errors, both on the slopes and yields of exponential like spectra 
(Herrmann,1986). 
Various set-ups, using lead glasses have been used. The simplest (Alamanos.1986) fonsists of 
S lead glasses detectors with a Cerenkov plastic veto paddle in front of the central one. 
Ihe veto Is used to eliminate cosmic rays and fast electrons. • photon is characterized by a 
signal in the central counter and no signal above 42 HeV In the four surroundings blocks. It 
is also required that the time of flight corresponds to the gamma peak. 
In other systems the lead glasses are associated to converters. In (Fdgington,l966) and 
(I)inhansky,l982) passive converters are used. The thickness of the converter results from a 
compromise between efficiency and the loss In energy resolution that II produces, 
thicknesses between 1.2 and 1.9 g/ cm2 of lead have been used with conversion efficiencies 
between II and WX.The positive and negative electrons were detected In plastic 
scintillators, Cerenkov plastic detectors and lead glasses. 
Active converters give the possibility to add the energies deposited in the converter and In 
the absorber, lhis allows to use thick converters without loss of resolution. In the GSI 
detector (Hichel,1986) a 4.JS cms. active lead glass converter corresponding to l.B 
radiation length gives a conversion efficiency of 601 for ISO HeV gamma-rays. The electrons 
escaping from the converter are detected in a multlwlre proportional counter allowing the 
localization of the centrold of the electromagnetic shower. A schematic lay-out of the GSI 
detector Is shown on Fig.1.3. This set-up has been extensively used to delect w° and single 
photons. 
Plastic Cerenkov detectors. 

The H.S.U. group has developed a high energy gamma detector (Stevenson,1986) which consists 
oF an active BaF2 converter, 0.62S cm thick. Followed by a stack or eight plastic Cerenkov 
counters (Blcron-480 lucite with wavelength shifter additive). Ihe gamma-rays are converted 



Fig. I.I. lime spectrum of a lead glass detector «Msured 
in coincidence Kith the beaa pulse (Alaaanos.lMC). 
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f i g . 1.2 lead glass energy spectra 
for mnoenergetlc photons(Herr»»nn,)986) 
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Fig. 1.3. The large solid angle detector of 
the CSI group (Michel, 1986). Ihe loner part shorn a vertical cut. 
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Fig. 1.4. Concept of the range telescope 
of Ihe M.S.U. group (Stevensonl986). 
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into an électron-positon pair In the BaF2. Ihe pair is slowed down and stoppped in the 
Cerenkov stick without producing a shower, due to the low atomic number of the constituents 
of the plastic, fig.1.4 is a schematic drawing of the system. The detector is used as a 
range telescope. Unlike the case of lead glasses counters the light output fro» the 
different elements are not summed up to determine the energy loss by the leptonic pair but 
is used to determine the range of each member of the pair. From this range, the original 
energy of each member of the pair is determined and summed to give the energy of the 
original photon. 

Scintillators. 

The energy resolution of inorganic scintilators is much better than that of lead glasses. At 
high gamma- ray energies the resolution Is predominantly determined by the loss of electrons 
and, even more, photons, escaping the detector volume. The use of very large crystals allows 
to reach very good resolutions. For example, the detector used In (Kishimoto,l9B2) and 
(Shlbata.1984) is a large volume Hal(Tl) crystal, severely collimated and operated in 
anticoincidence with plastic scintillators surrounding the crystal. A resolution of 2.6% is 
reported for 60 HeV gamma rays. Such a good resolution Is not necessary for the study of the 
continuous spectra produced in heavy-ion reactions, which allows the use of smaller and less 
expansive crystals. Resolutions of 6.5VJE(GeV) and 8X/>l£(GeV) have been obtained for a 
20 cm. long Nal crystal and a 14 cm. long 8aF2 crystal respectively. Such values are quite 
appropriate, especially in view of the fact that scintillators resolution functions display 
a low energy tail rather than a high energy one, as shown on Fig.1.5. Such tails have small 
influence on the shape of exponential like spectra. 
Scintillators are very sensitive to charged particles and neutrons. Charged particles can be 
eliminated by anticoincidence shielding as well as pulse shape discrimination. It is much 
more difficult to discriminate against neutrons, since neutrons »n detected essentially by 
the photons they produce by nuclear interactions. This is usually achieved by time of flight 
techniques. 
Baf2 is probably the best scintillator for the study of high energy photons in intermediate 
energy physics. It allies a good energy resolution to excellent timing properties (timing 
resolution bettter than 400psecs). It also allows pulse shape discrimination against 
hadronic particles as shown in Fig.I.6. 
It is possible to associate inorganic scintillators to active converters and plastic 
scintillators in a telescope arrangeant such as that shown on Fig.I.7 (Bertholet,1987). Ihis 
system consists of a BaF2 converter (6*4*1 cm*) ,twa plastic scintillators used to identify 
the electrons and positons of the shower, and a large volume, 20 cms long and IS cms in 
diameter, Nal(Tl) tntal energy absorber. A veto plastic scintillator in front of the 
telescope allows to eliminate charged particles. Time of flight between the accelerator HF 
pulse and the Baf? converter allows discrimination against neutrons. This system has very 
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good background rejection capability and a moderately good energy resolution of . 

Jf(CeV) 

Calibration procedures. 

Whatever the experimental set-up, it is necessary to determine its response to monoenergetic 
gamma-rays, over the range of interest. As an example, we consider the calibration procedure 
which was used In the case of the telescope described in the preceeding paragraph. The 
response function of the various elements of the telescope was determined from a measurement 
performed with tagged photons in the energy range 40 < E, 5 150 HeV at the Saclay electron 
Linac(Veyssleres,1983). Two different experiments were performed. In the first one, the 
Nal(TI) detector was used alone (mode 1) and only the central part of the scintillator was 
Illuminated with the photon beam. In the second one, the whole telescope was used and the 
size of the t-boam was comparable with the surface of the converter (mode 2). In this case 
the energies deposited respectively in Nal(II) and BaF2 detectors were added together in 
order to improve the energy resolution. Examples of pulse height spectra for monoenergetic 
-r-rays are shown in Fig.1.8 for the two different operating modes. The experimental line 
shapes, in the two cases, are in good agreement with the theoretical calculations using the 
Stanford F.GS simulation code (Ford,1979).However the simulation cannot reproduce thé shift 
observed in Fig.1.9 between the energy calibration curves corresponding respectively to the 
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tin different operating «odes. 
This shift aaovnts to » 8 NeV and is nearly independent of the incident v-energy. Host 
probably, the w i n contribution to this effect, corresponds to the energy lost by the 
charged particles of the shower in the non-active part of the different scintillators 
(especially In the front part of the Nai(ll) detector).This shift Illustrates the necessity 
to control experimentally the validity of EGS type simulations for the specific arrangment 
of the detection system, liie energy deposited in the detector by cosaic rays Is often used 
as a secondary standard during the eaperlaents.The Measured efficiencies are coapared to 
those obtained fro» the EGS code on Fig.1.10. 
It Is clear that the experimental spectra have to be corrected for efficiency of detection. 
In principle it Mould be desirable to unfold the experlaental spectra with the resolution 
function. However the effect of the finite width of the resolution function Is found to be 
small. This can be seen on fig.1.11, where It Is found that that a -r-ray distribution with 
an exponential shape and a slope parameter of M He* Is not significantly Modified by the 
response function of the above aentioned telescope. In most cases correction for detector 
resolution is not carried through. 

Large Area Hultldetector Systems. 
The very good quality of the BaF2 scintillators(Laval,l983) were first used In large arrays 
of detectors in the field of high spin physlc(Beck,l985). It has become clear that they 
could lead to significant improvements, also, for the study of continuum gamma-ravs. For 
example, the NBI University of Hilano collaboration uses half a dozen of large (o - I5cms, h 
• ZOcms) BaF2 scintillators for giant resonances studies. A very ambitious project, TAPS 
(for Two Arms Photon Spectrometer) is, now, under construction, by a collaboration between 
GSI, the Universities of Glessen and Grontngen and CANII. This autidetector system will 
Incorporate more than 300 6aF2 hexagonal scintillators with o • Gems and h • 25cms. The 
small diameter of the detectors gives the possibility of good angular resolution. This is 
especially desirable for the detection of neutral mesons. A large fraction of the gamma ray 
energy aay escape from the individual detectors, due to their small transverse dimension. 
Therefore the detectors will be grouped in clusters of 19, and the pulse heights of 
neighbour detectors will be added, restoring a good energy resolution. Although the main aim 
of this system Is to study neutral meson emission processes near threshold, it will also be 
used for giant resonances and bremsstrahlung studies. 



Fig. 1.7. Concept of the gama-ray telescope using 
a Nal(Tl) absorber and a BaF2 converter(Bertf,olet,1987). 
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Fig. 1.8. aJPulse height of the Na l ( I l ) 
scint i l lator alone, «hen the central part 

of the crystal «as i l lualMted Kith 
amoenergetlc photons. 

b) response of the telescope to 
•onoenerget1c photons.(Bcrlholet,1987) 
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Tig. 1.9. Energy calibration curves in mode 1 and node 2(see text). 

Fig. I.10. Conparison of efficiency calculated with the EGS code 
with the experimental data. 
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Fig. I.H Comparison of exponential spectra before(o) and after(x) 
folding by the telescope resolution function (Fig. 1.8) 
Ihe unfolded spectrm has an inverse slope of IS He». 

The folded spectra» has a slope of 14.S HeV 

2.HIGH-ENERGY PHOTONS PRODUCTION lit NUCIEUS NUCIEUS CutLISIONS. 

Spectral shapes. 

Above 20-30 HeV the gama-ray spectra show a distinct exponential behaviour for all system 
studied between 20 and SSAHeV incident energies (Grosse,I58S; Grosse.I98S; Kwato "Jock.1986; 
Berthollet,)987; Kwato Njock,1988b; Stevenson,!986; IMngaann,l9B7). A typlt ?l spectnw is 
shown on Fig. 2.1. It is also found that the slopes of the spectra dep-nd on the angle of 
observation,larger angles corresponding to steeper slopes. Fig. l.i shows an example of srch 
a behaviour. It suggests émission by a wvlng source. Assuasing a single source witli velocity 
n, the laboratory spectra are related to those observed in the source Iran» via: 

E,* -l.-»tl«0£»see.) 

1 
(21) 

sin 0_ -sin 0,^, — 
' * Y i l -0COSC | a k ) 
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Consider, for example, in exponential spectrum in the source frame: 

E . 

it comes 
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showing that , i t each angle, corresponds an exponential spetlrua Mlth an inverse slope 

Mi-ocos e 1 M ) ) 

On Fig. 2.3 we have plotted, for IHG cases, the variations of the slopes «ith cos e I U i . 11 
is seen thai these variations are almost linear, supporting the assumption of photon 
mission by a single source, lhe values of the inverse slopes E 0 and source velocities e are 
given on the figure. It is seen that the source velocities are close to half the bean 
velocity. As said in the first section, the spectra should be corrected for the finite 
résolution of the detection system. Honever, exponential spectra are not - fected by 
Gaussian resolution functions For energies significantly larger than the resolution width. 
An example of this relative insensitivity is shown on fig. I.II. On the other hand, high 
energy tails of the resolution function nay have significant consequences. An exponential 
tail provides • larger value of the inverse slope. Such tailing are nest noticeable for 
lead glass Cerenkov scintiltators(Grosse! and might lead to significant overestimates of the 
inverse slopes, fig. 2.4 shows the systematics of the inverse slopes of the spectra as a 
function of the incident energy per nucléon, as measured at 90', in order to suppress the 
Ooppler effect. It is to be nnticed that for, the same experimental group, the slopes appear 
to be weakly dependent of the target and projectile masses, the scattering which appears on 
the figure Is, therefore, partly, a consequence of different systematic errors for the 
different experimental and analysis techniques. However, a closer examination of the slope 
parameters observed hy the same group, and at the same incident energy per nucléon, displays 
a systematic variation of the slopes with the mass of the target. In general more massive 
targets lead to larger values of the inverse slope parameter E„ . Below 20 NeV, departures 
from the simple exponential behaviour are observed, which can be attributed to the presence 
of gamma-rays produced in the statistical decay of hot nuclei produced in the reaction. 
The E 0 systematic reported on Fig. 2.4 shows a smooth variation with the beam energy, E„ and 

one finds C„(neV) - y '° r IplleV /n). Below 30 AMeV, the brensstrahlung and statistical 
components are difficult to separate experimentally and the t 0 values reported in fig. 2.4 
are somewhat uncertain, this is especially true for symmetric or almost symmetric systems. 
It IS possible to specify the conditions under which the normal statistical component may 
compete successfully with the oremsstrahlung one. Me consider a projectile with mass A p 

Incident on a target with mass A, with incident energy per nucléon < p - ~- . Me assume that a 

compound nucleus of mass A p<A t is formed. Neglecting binding energies effects, the 

E" A„*i 
excitation energy per nucléon of the fused system is «*« j — j - • c — , yielding a 

" ' (Ap'A,)' 

I J 8 ^ . * ^ <-
temperature T - 18 t' - — : £ — . This will be the dominant contribution for T> -i 

V *• 3 

72 A A, 
yielding * < For symmetric systems, one obtains c„< 18 Me» ; for 
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A,«10A , * < 5.9 HeV . Ihese numbers should, of course, be cnnsidt-.pil as very ruuyl' 
estimates, within a factor of 2. 

Annular Distributions. 
As an example the angular distribution analysis of the three Kr • (C.Ag.Au) reactions at 44 
HeV/n are reported in Fig. 2.S. The data of the three systems studied are normal I ted to the 
Kr > Au reaction according to their relative v-cross sections. Ihe angular distribution Is 
forward peaked (O(30\)/O|I53')-3.C5) and the shape Is almost identical for the three targets 
used. The data are then consistent with a ->-emission from a recoiling source with a source 
velocity almost identical for the three reactions 
Ihe source velocity can be extracted from a two dimensional plot of the Invariant photon 

I d ' " ... ,..,. 1 . fl+cos6\ . .. . cross section T — versus the rapidity y - j In 1 . 1 and the transverse energy 
Ei • E sine . The data for the three targets are reported In Fig. 2.6 ; they are normal lied 
according to their relative i cross sections. Ihe rapidity distribution Is almost 
identical for the three targets and it is nearly symmetrically distributed about a tentrold 
with an average rapidity y - 0.16 » 0.02 . Assuming r émission from a single moving source 
the source velocity is close to half the beam rapidity y - 0.153. Moreover w« observe In 
Fig. 2.6 that the contour plots are close to those expected for an Isotropic distribution, 
least-squares analysis oF the experimental spectra, at different laboratory angles, allow 
.also, to extract values of the source velocities. Fig. 2.7 shows the results of such fits 
for a number of systems and show, once more, a clustering of the observed experimental 
values around the half beam velocity. However a slight tendancy seems to exist 
(8erthoilet,1987; la», 1988). which biases the source velocity towards that of the 
nucleus-nucleus center oF mass. Ihis may be the effect of secondary collisions where the 
proportion oF participates originating from the heavier nuclear partner Is increased, as 
compared to the case of the primary ones. Angular distributions may be computed in the 
half-beam velocity frame. Some of them are displayed on Fig. 2.8.In this frame, the angular 
distribution is almost isotropic. However a small anisotropic component of El character is 
also evidenced. The relative amplitude, a, of the El component increases with beam energy 
and takes the values a - 0., 0.25 (Berthollet,l986) and 0.40 (Crosse,1966) respectively at 
30, «4 and 60 HeV/n. At 84 BeV/n Grosse (Grosse, 1986) has found a nearly Isotropic angular 
distribution with a possible minimum at 90". 
Such a behaviour Is to be extracted tr the origin of the radiation is attributed to 
incoherent p-n or n-p collisions.This can be seen simply within the frame of the classical 
theory of bremstrahlunn (Jackson, 1975). We consider a proton-neutron collision in their 
center of mass frame. It will be shown In section 4 that, in the soft photon Malt, and for 
isotropic scattering, the radiated intensity Is proportional to a f b .In this 

(1-0 cose)* 
expression the isotropic part b comes from the post collision contributions, and, also, from 
any fluctuations In the initial direction of the incident nucléons. Such fluctuations may be 
due to the Fermi motion of the nucléons within the projectile or the target. Consider the 
sue of the contributions of two p-n collisions, one with the proton belonging to the target, 
the other with the proton belonging to the projectile. In this case the non isotropic term 
writes: o 2sln 2e I 4 1 , which gives, to the first lowest order in e: 

Ml-a cose) 4 (1+0 cos»)*' 
2p?sln'e(l * 10e?cos 2e). This term displays * quadrupole contribution which grows In 
Importance with energy. Note that the Incoherent summation of the contributions of the two 
nucléon-nucléon collisions is only Justified if they are sufficiently separated In space 
time. This j»int will be discussed later. 
However or.e should be aware that, as such, the characteristics of the angular distributions 
do not rule out • collective origin of the radiation, >*ere each nucleus would radiate as an 
entity. In this case, also, the natural frame of reference, for not too high energy gamma 
rays, has half the beam velocity, at least for systems having the same charge densities. 
Since this might appear surprising when dealing with projectile and target having very 
different masses, Ht give a short, derivation of this fact, here again In the classical, soft 
photons, approximation. He considéra projectile with mass A. .charge I,, and Initial 
velocity v . The target has mass A , charge 2 , and initial velocity -v . The velocity 
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changes are Av, for the projectile and, for the target, Av ? - j- Av,. Ihi energy radiated 

is then proportionnai to : 

Z,Av,e i k* Zjûv2e " 
sln'e «here R and -R are the average acceleration 

1,(1 p, coso)' ( i p, cose)*J 
centers of the projectile and target respectively. Using the relationship between 

Av. and Av, , and assuring that r ' r T " 1 obtain: 
* A, A, A 

J- Where we have put I « *,• Z ;, 
,cose )* (l-p2cose)' 

A - A,* A 2, Av - Av,* Av 2. 
It is clear that the angular distribution of W is independent of the ratio of the projectile 
and target masses. Let alone the trivial case p,- p a , "

 , s syaetric «Ith respect to 90" if 
p, - p.. Note, also, that in this frame , in the lowest p order, it is quadrupolar. this is 
true since ne have assumed that the acceleration remained garallel to the velocity at ail 
limes, and since He have assumed central collisions with R a p . Under different assunptions 
the angular distribution may be more complex(Herrmann,l98»), but the validity of the hair 
beam velocity frame remains. 
!he dependence of the angular distributions of the gamma-rays as function of the mass of the 
projectile and target has been systematically studied by the H.S.V. group (tarn, 1988) In 
particular, these authors have studied symmetric systems with different total masses. 
Fig. 7.9 shows the angular distributions observed in the nucleon-nucleon center of mass 
fraw The energy of the beams vas 30 AHeV. For all cases a dlpole component is apparent. 
U s intensity, relative to the isotropic component ranges between 0.29 and 0.49, in 
agreement with the values found in (Berthollet,1987) and (Crosse,1986). It seems to disagree 
with the result reported in (Kwato Njock.1986) for the system ArtAu at 30 AfisV. However the 
dipolar character ot the radiation observed in the ArtPb reaction (lam,1988) is essentially 
caused by the smallest angle measurement. Excluding this point would lead :o a very small 
Intensity of the dlpole component. In general, it seems that the intensity of the dipole 
component is a decreasing function of the total mass of the syrtem. As pointed out by the 
authors(iam,1988), this might be a consequence of an increased influence of secondary 
collisions in the more massive systems. 

Svstematics of the fhoi 

It would be tedious to review all the values of photon production cross-sections which have 
been reported scfar. Rather, we shall try to find if there exist trends in these 
cross-sect Ions allowing some kind of phenonenological description. We have already stressed 
two important points. In this respect: the almost exponential shape of the spectra, above 
about 30 NeV gamma-ene-gy. Ihis allows a description of the production cross- section with 
only two constants, for example, the slope of the exponential and the .value of the 
Integrated cross-section above some specific energy. The second characteristic of importance 
Is the relevance of the nucleon-nucleon center of mass for the angular distributions. The 
knowledge of the cross-section at 90* lab. allows the estimation or the angle integrated 
crass-section wtthin an error of around 20X. table 2.1 gtves a compilation of a number of 
systems which have been studied. Part of this table Is extracted from (Prakash,l987). We 
give both the total and differential cross-sections for producing gamma-rays above the 
minimum energy E a l . In general the total cross-section was obtained by multiplying the 
differential one at 90* by 4.11. A commonly used presentation of the cross-section systematic* 
is used In Fig. 2.10. the cross-sections for production of photons above some specific 
energy ara divided by a scaling factor which accounts for the projectile and target masses 
dependences of the cross-sections. These normalized quantities are plotted as a function of 
the beam energy per nudeon above the Coulomb barrier. Such a representation would be 
perfectly legitimate if all spectra measured at the same beam energy per nucléon had the 
same slope. This would insure that the scaling factor, once determined, would be valid. 
Independently of the lower energy limit. However, slope parameters show significant 
variations for different systems which are. In part, genuine, and, in part, due to the 



different resolution Functions of the different experimental set ups. In the following, we 
present a semi-phenomenologlcal method which is not subjected to this drawback, toe, then, 
shall discuss some other proposed scaling laws, 
the main c. aracteristics of the photon emission deduced from the experimental data : 

- shapes of the angular distributions and of the spectra which are almost 
independent of the projectile-target combinations at a fixed bombarding energy. 

- source velocity close to the nucleon-nucleon c.a. velocity. 
• shapes of the c m . angular distributions close to that of a neutron-proton 

reaction, 
suggest that the first nucleon-nucleon collisions, which take place In the early stage of 
the leaction, are the main sou,ce of the high energy photons. In this hypothesis photons are 
produced when chatged protons are accelerated or decelerated In the nucleon-nucleon 
interaction.Only neutron-proton (n-p) collisions are efficient to produce piratons: and 
proton-proton collisions can be neglected.(Hlfenecker,l98S; Koehler,19jS; £dg1nglon,l967) 
In this first collision hypothesis the total v-cross section in nurje^s-nucleus collisions 
follows the simple relation : 

where <N > is the average number of first n-p collisions.An estimate of this number can be 
made from the equal participant model described In (Nifenecker.lWS). 

whith \,ZP .Hp.A,,2,,N, the nass charge and neutron numbers of the projectile and target 
respectively. Here, it is assumed that A,*: A, .(A, ) is the average mass of the participant 
zone. It can be obtained by weighted integration of the expressions given In 
(Nifenecker,1985) and equals (Nifenecker,1983a) 

5 A?" - A|" 
<A, )•«, '- (2.6) 

5(A!« * A;" )' 
Further 

a, - i,x 1.2* (A}'1 • * • " ) * (2.7) 
is the total reaction cross section. Below 30 HeV photon energy a statistical component is 
present which cannot be substracted experimentally. However we have found it possible to 
compare the differential cross sections, for the sane value of the ratio {E t/E u), where f 0 S s the inverse slope parameter. For this purpose, the quantity : 

d'.f- 9 l ) ,> ' «. f l) d£-d„ < N - , 0 « 
lo 

is plotted versus (£,/£„) in Fig. ?.!!, for a number of examples. The product ( N ) o . Is the 
scaling factor defined in equation 2.4. Only small relative variations with beam energies 
are observed in Fig. 2.11 for different nucleus nucleus reactions, measured at beam energies 
between 30 and 85 AHeV . 
the quantity defined in equation 2.8 Is the differential probability to produce a photon in 
a single n-p collision, in the nuclear medium, at a fixed beam energy. 
Ihe equation of the universal curve obtained in Fig. 2.11 writes : 

£, 
<PP,(e-90') • r-
— - J * P , e '• (2.9) 

d =1*1 
Assuming that the bremsstrahlung -r-rays have an exponential shape down to zero r energy, one 
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can compute the total differential probability P,, for photon emission in i single n p 
collision : 

r h. 
P, • I P, e t o d =i a 10 Vslerad. U-10) 

JO lo 
this quantity Is nearly constant in nucleus-nucleus collisions at beam energies between 20 
and 85 HeV/n. This can he seen on Table Z.l which shoos the values of P T obtained fro» a large nuaber of experimental cross-seu ions. Tha values of the nu«ber of proton-neutron 
collisions are also reported on the table, so that It Is possible to reconstruct the 
experimental cross-sections with Its help. Systematic variations of P, with the size of the 
systea or the incident bean energy are difficult to «tract fro* the table, because it 
countains data obtained by different groups using different techniques. To study such 
variations it may be «ore convenient to look for then in coherent sets of data obtained by 
the sane group. 
Fig. 2.12 shows the variations of P, with <H_> for a nuaber of system aeasured at energies 
at 85 AHeV, as well as for reactions induced by a Kr beaa with 44 MteV. P r seeas to be only 
weakly dependent upon <N * 
Un increase of P, as a function of the incident beaa energy is observed, above 80 AHeV. 
However the data were only grossly, if at all, corrected for «g contamination, and the 
increasing trend may be related to an increasing Importance of this contamination, 
furthermore, the experimental results were obtained by different groups, and, therefore some 
systeaatic differenres between thea aight be possible. In any case it is striking that 
formulae 2.g and 2.10 allow a prediction of the photon production cross-sections within 50X 
over a very broad range ol projectile, target and beam energy combinations. 
In table 2.2 , we compare some experimental data with the prediction of the first collision 
model and two other phenonenologfcal laws (A,*,)" 5 and A, A|" • A, A?" as a function of 
target mass. In order to do this comparison we noraalize all calculations to the l 2 C or rLi 
experimental value and show the ratio of the so normalized values to the experimental value 
as a function of the target mass. From the table one can see that the first collision model 
seems to do best far the 84-85 AHeV reactions. The situation is less clear for the 30 AHeV 
case where the (A-A,)" 1 scaling does as well, or as bad, as the first collision one. The 
lack of a good scaling for symmetric systeas is problematic. Hole, however, that the energy 
at which V-v comparison was made (Ian,1988) is rather low, and that statistical gamma-rays 
aay be difficult to separate from the Breaslrahlung component. Indeed, for symmetric 
systeas, the temperature of a nucleus resulting from total or partial fusion would be close 
lo 8 HeV, that is, very close to the "Bremsstrahlung slope". 
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MBtLXiM 
Values of the inverse slope E, 

and of the tirobabiltty P, of emitting 

a photon per proton neutron collision 

for a number of system. 

(see text) 

S Ï S U H 

16 o + i » l y 

E béa* 
IteV/N 

E. £..„ 
iibarns/slerad (•barns "™. 

«10» 

REFERENCES S Ï S U H 

16 o + i » l y 15 5.2 25 2.5 31. 3.69 0.27 Bre iM»ch,19M 

" r >>'A; 19 6.8 2.24 1.7 GosseU,1988 

" r «"Ni 19 6.5 3.03 1.6 Gossett.19*0 

" F ••<» Ho 19 6.5 3.56 1.5 Gos s e t t . 1988 

" F • •" Ta 19 6.8 4.16 1.0 Gossett.1988 

» S • " Al 22 10.B 50 2.78 35. 2.93 0.56 Stache.,1987 
12 $ ,ntl N j 22 10.0 50 4.77 60. 4.23 0.73 Stachel.1987 

» S • "" Ru 22 9.1 50 7.24 91. 6.3 0.76 :>tachel.l9B7 

imi z un 
Values of the inverse slope E„ 

and of the probability P, of emitting 

a photon per proton neutron collision 
for a number of systems. 

(see text) 

SVSTEH E bean 
HeV/N 

t . U 
iibarns/sterad iibarns 

N„ 
«10* 

REFERENCES 

' L i • L I ' 30 9.0 30 3.8 47.75 0.68 2.34 Tan, 1988 

' I i • * • Pb 30 7.9 30 14.8 185.» 1.89 1.25 Taa, I9B8 

M N e .«Ha. 30 8.8 30 10.7 134.46 2.18 I.G4 Tarn,1988 

1 0 Ar • w C a 30 8.3 30 36.3 4S6.I6 4.00 1.59 l a * , 1988 

4 0 Ar » » * Pb 30 7.4 30 74.6 937.45 7.34 1.48 Ta», I9B8 

4 0 Ar «>»'Au 30 7.5 50 3.97 50. 7.23 I S ! Kwato HJock, l986 

1 4 N • " " Ni 35 13.5 SO 3.97 50. t 1 ' 0.36 Al amnos ,1986 
4 0 Ar +'»Gd 44 12.6 SO 31.83 400. 6.73 0.70 Hinqaann.1987 
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TABtE 2.ltd 

Values of the inverse slope E„ 

and of the probability P, or Mlttlng 

a photon per proton neutron collision 
for a nuaber of systems. 

(see text) 

SVSTCH E beam 
HeV/H 

44~~ 

I . U 
libams/sterad iibarns «10* 

REFERENCES 

" K r *"C 

E beam 
HeV/H 

44~~ 11.7 SO 4.37 SS. 2.46 0.62 B e r t h o l e t . 1 9 8 7 
m Kr ."•« Ag 44 I2VS SO 35.80 «SO. 9.47 0.54 Ber tho le t . 1987 

» Kr • • " Au 44 12.1 50 35.01 440. 11.9 0.38 Bertholet,l987 

" C +«C 48 16.5 SO 3.02 38. 1.2 0.55 Grosse,1986 

" C »"C 60 21.5 SO 4.77 60. 1.2 0.42 Srosse, 1986 

"c »"c 74 23.0 SO 7.95 100. 1.2 0.61 Grosse,1986 

° C «»C 84 27.2 50 12.73 160. 1.2 0.70 Grosse,I986 

«Ar +'-'C 85 25.6 64 21. 263. 1.9S 0.99 Knato NJock. 1988c 

TABLE 2.1(d) 

lilies of the inverse slope E 0 

and of the probability F y of emitting 

«1 photon per proton neutron collision 
for a number of systems. 

(see text) 

SÏS1EN E beaa 
HeV/M 

E. u, 
libarns/sterad ubams xlO» 

REFERENCES 

» A r t " A l 85 28.4 64 61. 766. 3.25 1.04 Kvato Njock,1988c 

3 4 Ar •"•• Cu 85 29.9 64 114. 1432. 4.9 0.8B KHato Njock.1988c 
M A r •"•' Ag 85 29.6 64 177. 2224. 6.01 0.93 Kuato Njock,1988c 

» A r • " lb 85 29.8 64 224. 2814. 7.0 0.86 K w t o Njock, 1988c 

» A r «" 'Au 85 28.3 64 254. 3191. 7.2 0.94 Kuato Njock,1988c 

«* Xe • "•' Sn 89 26.83 0 6735. 84834. 12.32 1.19 Stevenson, 1988 

' » Xe • "» Sn 124 15.23 0 22000. 276460. 12.32 3.89 Stevenson.1988 



TABIC 2.2(a) (tlifenecker.1988) 
Comparison of three different scaling laws: 

Scl: first collision, equal participants scaling!se» text) 

Sc2: Aj'! A}'5 scaling 

Sc3: A,»» 1 •A.AJ» scaling 

The bean energy «as 85 AHeV.Results are normalized on the reaction Ar«AI. 
For cmpleleness the data of the C.C reaction(GROBG) at 84 M M are given. 

SYSIEN 

»Ar7«F 

Eo 

o(E,>H HeV 
libams/sterad. I - a x e • 

I (X) Scl(AI) £(X) Sc2(Al) £(X) Sc3(AI) 
SYSIEN 

»Ar7«F 

Eo 

o(E,>H HeV 
libams/sterad. I - a x e • 

Î(A1) Scl(X) I(A1) Scz(X) K A I ) Sc3(X) 
SYSIEN 

»Ar7«F 25.6 22. 268. 0.97 0.79 0.» 

» A r . " A I 28 4 61. 580. 1 . 1 . 1 . 
M Ar»Cu 29.9 114. 969. 0.82 0.94 0.81 

'•Ar+Ag 29.6 177. 1538. 0.87 1.03 O.SI 

» A r t ' w T b 29.8 224. 1918. 0.84 1.02 0.72 
! «Ar«"'Au 28.3 254. 2437. 0.91 1.12 0.77 

" C » " C 27.2 7.61 80.3 0.67 0.5 0.69 

TABIE 2.2(b).(Stevenson,1988) 
Sane as above 

The beam energy «as 30 AHe» 
The results are noraalized to the ArtCa reaction. 

SYSTEM E. 

o(ET>30 MeV 
nbarns/sterad. £ - o . . * " • 

£<X) Scl(C) £(X) Sc2|C) £ ( I ) Sc3(t) 
SYSTEM E. 

o(ET>30 MeV 
nbarns/sterad. £ - o . . * " • 

1(C) Scl (5) 1(C) Scï(X) 1(C) Sc3{X) 

' l l t ' l i 9.0 1.8 106. 1.47 0.82 1.44 

' IWPb 7.9 14.8 6S9. 0.78 0.51 0.44 

« H e » » " * 8.8 10.7 323. 0.65 0.52 0.63 
4 "Ar» w €a 8.3 36.3 1347. 1. 1. 1 

"ArtPb 7.4 74.6 4299. 0.92 0.99 0.78 

lUMtt fffowttr filtered Hion-imrw 8avs Production. 

Only • feu experimental results uhere the high-energy gaoaa-rays Here observed In 
coincidence «1th specific reaction channels have been reported so far(Hingnaan,l987; 
Geardhoje.IsW; Kmto MJock,1988b). In general, the gaana aalttpltclty folTovs the violence 
of the reaction, uhlle the inverse slopes of the spectra are sanmhat sanller for peripheral 
collisions than for central ones. The inpact paraneter selection has been dene In a variety 
of -seans.In (Htugaenn, 1987) t«o different types of detectors Mere positioned downstream from 
the target. One detector was sensitive to slou. heavy fragments and Its firing «as 
considered as a signal for rather central collisions. The other detector «as sensitive to 
particles having velocities in the beam velocity doaaln. Its firing «as considered to be a 
signal fgr rather peripheral collisions. Khen no detector, except the gaana ones fired, very 
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peripheral event «as assumed. Fig. 2.13 shows the gamma-ray spectra observed for the three 
different centralities of the reactions. In (Gaardhoje,1987). fragments «ere detected at 
forward angles with a PPAC gas detector. Two M i n types of fragaents were identified 
corresponding to partial fusion residues and projectile like fragments respectively. In the 
first case central reactions were infered while , In the second case, rather peripheral 
ones. The beans were Ar at 44 AHeV for (H(ngmann.l9o7| and Ar at 24 AMeV for 
(GairdhoJe,l987). BUU (Cissin<i,1986)and transport(«andrup,198») calculations hive been able 
to reproduce both the magnitude of the partial cross-sections and the change of slope fro* 
peripheral to central reactions. Results of such calculations are displayed on Fig. 2.13. In 
general it can be seen that the inverse slope of the spectra tend to be larger for the «ore 
central collisions, both for the experiments and far the calculations. 
The experiments just r^fered to (Hingaann.198/; Gaardhoje,1987) are of a rather qualitative 
nature. The experiment described in (Kwato NJock,l9Seb) Is M r e quantitative and we shall 
spend sosie tin» describing it in the following.In this experiment a set of 24 plastic 
scintillators «as used to detect charged fragaents. The detectors «ere assembled on two 
concentric rings covering angles between S* and 13*. This auHipliclty dectector was used to 
study the "Art *'AI systea at 85 ANeV. Due to the inverse kinematic nf this reaction, the 
multiplicity array had a rather large efficiency, especially for complex particles. The 
charge identification of the particles «as achieved by a combined measurement of their time 
of flight and energy loss In the thin plastic scintillators. Several telescopes, situated at 
different angles were used to detect the high energy g a m rays. Both coincidences events 
and single events in the charged particle' and gamma-ray detctors «ere recorded. 
Fig. 2.14 shows multiplicity histograms obtained without and with coincidence requirement 
•ilh the gamma detectors .The fragment multiplicity detector allowed distinction between 
fragments with charges one, two and heavier ones only. Due to its finite efficiency it «as 
far from being exhaustive for charged particle detection. Therefore, a rather broad original 
multiplicity distribution corresponded tn each measured multiplicity. Furthermore, the total 
number of recorded coincidences (around 10*) did not give significant statistics for the 
higher multiplicity bins. Due to these circumstances coinc'ient events were classified in a 
few categories corresponding to 

1 - No counts 
2 - I or 2 counts 
3 •• 3 or 4 counts 
4 - 5 or 6 counts 

In the multiplicity array. 
Cases where all detected particles in the array had a charge larger than one were also 
considered, expecting such events to correspond to mult(fragmentation and therefore to the 
more violent collisions. Two such cases were considered. 

5 - 1 or 2 counts 
6 - 3 or 4 counts 

in the array. 
Therefore events were classified in supposedly increasing violent character of the 
reactions. 
The g u n spectra had the usual exponential chararter for all cases In line with the 
analysis presented tn the inclusive case the ganrnu multiplicity for each particle 
multiplicity bin could be written. 

t. 
•>• f,J --V-T " r « , (-)e t o (2.11) 

The slope C, was obtained from the > spectra corresponding to the different bins. F, was 
taken from the inclusive measurement to be approximately 10' . The multiplicity H.(v, I,) 
was directly obtained for multiplicity bins froa 2 to 6, where at least one particle was 
detected In the multiplicity array since the "singles" values of o(i) were obtained in the 
standard way from the number of counts per incident particle and rrom the target thickness. 
The value of o,(t) «as obtained In the same manner, taking into account the gamma ray 
detector efficiency. The cross sections o(v) so obtained are given in Table 2.3. For the 
case u • I of 8 count in the particle multiplicity array the gamma coincidence crass section 
Is obtained as said above. However the "singles* cross-section Is obtained by the difference 
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4 

0( V-I) - a, £ « M (2 12) 
M-2 

and depends upon the assumed value of o. . we have chosen o,"» 1.2* (A}'* »*]" ) .He also 
present the results obtained with the reaction cross section a, estimated fro» 
Kox's(l9a7)foraalisa.Froa Equation 2.11 one can derive an average number of n-p collisions 
for each bin N (v). These nuabers are shown in table 2.3. It is found that. Indeed, the 
number of n-p collisions Increases when the reaction becoaas aore violent. Also shorn la the 
table are the values of the reduced lapact paraaeter « corresponding to the values of 
N„(")- The reduced Impact paraaeter Is given by the ratio of the lapact paraaeter to the 
sua of the nuclear radii. Also displayed In the table Is the overlap distance ».• IL- b 
corresponding to the reduced lapact paraaeter « and the probability for this quantity to b* 
larger than the posted quantity which Is siaply equal to x'. Froa this it can be seen that 
the probability for a collision 'o be «ore violent than those related to bin * Is less than 
10%. Fig.2.IS. shows the vari«. un of the Inverse slope with the number of proton-neutron 
collisions. Fig. 2.16. shows the variation of the saae quantity with the overlap distance. 
On the saae figure we have added values obtained froa the inclusive aeasureaents with the 
other targets. These values are also shown In table 2.3. Fig. 2.IS. shows a clear 
correlation of the inverse slope with the overlap dlstance.lt Is, of course, teaptlng to 
explain the trend observed in Fig. 2.16. by the spatial dépendance of the Feral aaaentuu 
distribution of the nucléons. The decrease of the nuclear density close to the nuclear 
surface would imply a softer aoaentua distribution, and therefore a softer photon snectrua-
Other interpretations are also possible. For example theraal aodels would predict larger 
temperatures for aore central collisions, also corresponding to higher gaaaa ray 
•ultipliclties. At this point, it does not seea, therefore, that exclusive eiperiaents such 
as those just discussed can unambiguously help In chosing between competing aoCels. 
An illustration of a clear theraal origin of high-energy gaaaa-rays is provided by the 
experiment of Herrmann and colleagues(Herraann,l9u7). These authors studied gaaaa 
production In the reaction KHot"Ho at 19.5 AMeV. The gaaaa-rays were detected In 
coincidence with the two heavy nuclei resulting froa the deep tns'sstlc scattering of the 
projectile and target nuclei. The gaama-ray multiplicity as well as the Inverse slope of the 
spectra were increasing with the total kinetic energy loss of both nuclei. These observation 
were In agreeaent with a statistical origin of the gaaaa-rays. In view of what we have said 
in section 2.1, this is not surprising. The expected Inverse slope of the Ireastrahlung 
component for 20 NtoV incident energy Is around S NeV. The range of temperature which could 
be reached in the deep Inelastic process was between 0 and 6.S MeV, corresponding to tnta 
kinetic energy losses between 0 and 900 He». A teaperatsre of S HeV would correspond to a 
total excitation energy , and therefore kinetic energy loss of around 5/5 He», i.e. well 
inside the possible values. In the case of a theraal statistical eaission of the gaaaa-rays. 
it is possible to derive a relationship between the gaaaa Intensities and the teaperature. 
Consider a nucleus at excitation energy E* and teaperature T. for simplification we assume 
that only gaaaa-rays and neutron can be eaitted. At each evaporation step the probability 

*'" 8" r, i s — 
for ganta eaission Is appro» iaately given by —-~ — e ' .The total gaaaa Intensity 

r» T» 
is then obtained by multiplying the eaission probability at each step by the number of steps 

V : _. "j. . After integration over E, we obtain that the total gaeaa intensity 
<O nT£l> ' 

above some definite multiple of the teaperature is approxiaately proportional to 

<B »2T> e T ' T t l , S e » P r e s s , o n , s o n 1 v "" d **" <*° v e ••>• 9 , , n t <"P o 1* resonance since any 
structure in the gaaaa strength function was igjuired In its derivation. Rote that for 
temperatures significantly higher than the neutron binding energy the fractional gaaaa 
Intensity becoaes «laost independent of the teaperature. This should be the case for the 
exclusive experlaent at OS MteV described above, in contrast with the observed trend, which 
displays a fast variation of the gaaaa intensity with the slope i f the fpectra. 

http://dlstance.lt


1 » 3 4 S 6 7 8 

Bin 
Number 

Hulttpll Icity o(abarns) 
Singles 

Eo I t . X Kltte-b P(x<x)-x.x 

1 0 S50(*) 
850(0 

22-5 1.1C) 
0 . 7 ( 0 

0.27 
0.82 1 .4(0 

0.6(*( 
0.74{O 

2 1»2 
All I 

908 26.5 3 i 0.61 2.9 0.37 

3 3»« 
All 2 

292 30.0 S.I 0.48 3.9 0.23 

4 St6 
All 2 

4« 30.4 6.2 0 .4! 4.4 0.17 

S It? 
2>2 

S96 29.1 S.4 0.46 4.0 0.21 

6 3t4 
2>2 

52 32.3 8.S 0.31 S.2 0.09 

Central coll is ions 13.S 0.0 7.2 a. 

TABIE 2.3 
Dependence' on the charged particle wltiplicity of different 

quantities Col.3 gives the value of the cross-section for each of the 
multiplicity bins, measured without requirement of a gamma coincidence. Two 

estimates were made for the cross section associated with no charged 
particle detected. The first (•) corresponds to the black nucleus 

approximation, the second ( O to Kox formula(KOX87). x- B — g - . M is the 
R,«Rj •» 

' of p-n first collisions as calculated from the equal participant 
model(Nifenecker,1985). 
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Variations of the slopes of the gam* spectra as a function of cos *,„ 
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fig. 2.5. Plot of the laboratory angular distribution of high energy 
photons for the w « r t- m Au reaction at 44 HeV/n.Tbe ^ u l a r 

distribution for Kr * C and Kr * Ag reactions are also reported 
on the sane plot ; they are no m a H zed to the wKr + "'Au 

reaction according to their total vcross sections. 
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f i g . 2.6. Contours of constant invariant photon cross-sectioncr,, In »»b/HeV*-Sr, 
versus the rapidity y and the photonenergy tL, for the " K r • " 'Au 

reaction. The data for H K r * C and M K r « Ag reactions are reported 
on the s we drawing ; they are nonullzed to the * K r » " ' A u 

according to their relative ^ cross sections. 
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V -Ut - ÈAW(-<' 
3 JHfetttttAt U£SCRIPflON5 Of Tllf WCII'JS NUCI [US GMtW REACII0N5. 

Host of the theoretical approaches to the high energy gamma production in heavy-ion 
reactions have used classical or seai-classical approximations, both to the nucleonic motion 
and to the electromagnetIc field. It is believed that the qualitative characteristics of the 
high energy radiation can be obtained through such a treatment. Only recently full quintal 
treatment of the radiation in the staple nucleon-nucleon case has been Incorporated in 
otherwise seal classical treataents of the aotion of enseables of nucléons. In this section 
we shall review the different classical or seal-classical approaches to the problea of high-
energy gaaaa-rays production in nuclear encounters. He shall start with the elementary 
seai-classical treataent of the electromagnetic radiation associated to the scattering of 
two point particles, say two schematized nuclei or nucléons. 

Elementary Treataent of Radiation in Point Particle Scattering. 

In order to discuss the relevance of the different theoretical approaches to the production 
of high energy ganaa-rays, it it useful to recall the classical theory of radiation eaitted 
by an assenbly of accelerated particles. He follow, here, the book of Jackson(1975). Ihe 
photon production cross-section is expressed In terms of the radiated intensity: 

d«(«.B) ". dl(u.e) 

dcdn ' < Mud!) 

where cnu, a t is the scattering cross section, rr'js: is the energy radiated by the 
accelerated charges per unit frequency interval and unit solid angle. 
Ihe radiated intensity is expressed in term of the vector potential: 

*.-£«(? H" 
where 

"\ f "'- r,(l| ) 

.'r-H^dt 

n is the direction of observation, r é, o, the position and velocity of the particle i. In 
the staple scattering case it is convenient to define the parallel and perpendicular 
components of these vectors with respect to the initial direction of the relative velocity 
vector. In the înft photon approximation the details of the Notion can be ignored, and a 
scattering event can be schematized, into a double and simultaneous acceleration sequence 
where the velocity decreases from a, to 0 in the initial direction and increases from 0 to 

iijtn the final direction. Again in the soft photon approaiaalion, the radiation field is not 
sensitive to the details of the time dependence of the acceleration. He, therefore, assume 
that it takes place during a time r, al a constant rate. It is then possible to write for 
any i: 

», <<".") • J, 
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T 1̂ p,cos a I p, cos e j 

• J 4 . ^ ] 
e v ' dt (3 ib 

i Z 

Finally « only consider aoderately relatfvistic wot ions. 
within these approximations, the parallel and perpendicular components of the vector 
potential e«sy be written: 

A, 'It, sin e, (li2<o,>c05 9,i3<o5>cose9, ) 

A, -Z r S — s i n 9; ̂ !t?<n;> COS8;«3<I»; >cos*0(J 

2 („ t- — -

T e I
 c L 

2 
(3.«I 

Mere c { and <, are polarization vectors corresponding to the parallel and perpendicular 
components of the acceleration, respectively. <p> and <n *> are suitable avérants of final 

Bi1li Itf'O.P. >of 
and initial velocities. Practically an- 0, P (, <p>- — s — . <p*>« ; . 8, and B( are 

the angles « d e between the observation direction n and the initial I and final f directions 
of the scattered particle respectively. Because of parity conservation, and for non 
polarized particles, opposite directions of e, are produced uith equal probability, leading 
to a cancellation of the Interference teras («petted from 3.2,if the scattered particles are 
not detected and an average is taken over the final velocities directions.We concentrate on 
the 
Parallel coaonnent. which for two particles, is: 

Â (o,e) «^ |2,ap,sin e{n2<p,>co5 a «3<pf>cos'e}e 

M r , -r ?)cos 0 

M r , r ?)cns 8 
(3.S) 

-Z 2£p 2sin 6^1-2<Pj>cos 6 t3<o|>cos'«)e Z c b(o,T 

r,.r, 
where we have taken the origin of the aais at the position — 5 — . F(u,r) suaaarizes the 

conservation integrations in equation 
*, ap 2 o.(p,*Pz) 3j 

^T A, *i»*z *T**T 

3.4. Noaentua conservation allows 

for saall values of u one can , then write: 

to write 

M r , r ? Jens 6' 
t* - f - j- '-ç- JjrUin e{l»2<e,>cos e *3<p;>cos*e} (1 ^ 

Z, / lutr.-r.Jcos <M 
- -jj-sln o{t-2<«,>cos n »3<pf>cos'a} lu ^ J M U . T 

1 
(3.6) 



tn nueIeus-nucleus collisions one, usually, has to add incoherently the contributions of 
proton-neutron and neutron-proton collisions. One then gets: 
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Of special Interest are the cases «here j- - 0 and where r- • i- which, as we shall see 

correspond to the pure dlpole and quadrupole patterns respectively. In the first case one 
obtains, in the first two orders in a 

I*"*!'- * > 2 f j n y - H stn»9{l»1<p,>cos 0 +(6<p?>»4<p,>')cos'e}V(w,T) (3.7) 

us collisions 
d neutron-prot 

|C» f - Ï F * ' sin's (***>1<»I-*J>1«» 0 • |6<p5>»4<»1^ 
(3.8| 

,6<fl* > i4<0j >' |cos!6) J* (u,r ) 

Recall that <n, ? >• j (ni; » d'l.e ) "'
ln P'.J f>'.t f > *Ya "here «y, are the scattering 

angles- Since, in the nucléon nucléon center of aass a,-*\it * the only frame In which the 
angular distribution has the 90* symmetry. Assuring that, to this frane the particle 
scattering angular distribution is syanetric with respect to 90*, one has <o>-0 So' and 
<n*>* ^ o'd* cos •#). Finally, the angular distribution becomes: 

I C » f " T s i n ' 0 ( ' < 6 (j •<"» <*> }tos!e)l»(o,T) (3.9) 

where an average has to be taken uver the scattering angle e. 
As observed in the experimental data (Grosse,I9B6) it is seen that the distribution evolves 
from pure dipole to a mixture of dipole and quadrupole when the projectile velocity 
increases. _ , 

1 2 
In the second case putting (>,- T- ' j - one gets for moderately relalivistic notions: 

A. A, 

A" - «" " " p,stn 0 cos e |2(<n,Hi;' 

' ' r .r
 , 1- , 0 ) 

• COS « |;3|<p,>'<Bj>J|»iM (<p,>-<Pj>| MI'IW.T) 

Here again, the 90* symmetry can only be obtained for [>.- n>• As noted in section 2.3 this 
*. 

is true, irrespective of the ratio 7-. However the cancellation of the cos 0 tern may not be 
A2 

complet. , due to the final velocities mismatch. In this "nucleon-nucleon" frame one gets: 

| * 1 1 ' - dp' L j j ^ j J sin'e cos'oLf. , , * f ' \ *"' } W . T ) (3.11) 

ire quadrupole pattern. The two origins of this pattern are clearly apparent. 
due to the relatlvistic Doppler effect acting on both charges, the second is 
that the acceleration centers of the two charges are separated by a distance 

lr,-r,I . Note that only this tern shows an additional tf frequency dependence which cures 
the Infrared divergence present otherwise. This term only gives rise to the simple 
sin's cos's Bittern when the acceleration is parallel to the relative distance vector. In 

which is a pure quadrupole pattern. The two origins of this pattern are clearly apparent. 
The first Is due to the relatlvistic Doppler effect acting on both charges, the second is 
due to the fact that the acceleration centers of the two charges are separated by a distance 
ir,- " " " 
the 
sin's cos's pattern when the acceleration is parallel to the 1 
other cases the angular distributions are more complex and may even look like dipolar ones 
(Vasak,l986; Herrmann,1987; Kwato HJock,1988*1. In the lowest orders one obtains a 
combination of spherical harmonies of order two. Me give a derivation of the angular 



i 
distribution expected for a non-relativistic quadrupole. Let fl « r, r 2 . * - -ç- , 

•* - •* -, • * I n ' 

-(î0^.".f

n-4' • We ..also .define the angle such that cos x • 0.41, and the, axis t,j such that 
b i-b.j-0, and i.J - J.n j O. «> is the angle between the projection ->f • on the plane (Î.J) 
and the axis vector T. The non-relativistic quadrupole component has the fora: 
M'A. 2 

sin's cos'*- It Is easy to show that cos * » cos x cos 8 » sin x cos v sin e. After 
c 2 

substitution and integration one obtains the radiation pattern: 
t(e) • sin'e (cos2e cos*x • j sln'e sln Jx ) (3.12} 

For x-0 one obtains the familiar pattern with vanishing values of the cross-section at 0 and 
v/2. For y-w/Z, the distribution has a single aaxlaom at e-w/Z, such like a dlpole patter*. 
When the charge densities of the projectile and target differ, it can be shorn that. In the 
colinear assumption, the dlpole and quadrupole components add incoherently. For exaaple, In 
the non relattvistic cases and in the lowest orders in |r,-r2lit coaes: 

I'Y- « ^ H f e - If- £r "s'e <"">' ?K" C3•',, 

we now consider the 
Perpendicular component * of the vector potential. We concentrate, «ore particularly, on 
the angular pattern of the radiation. Let «. be the angle, of the scattered particle as 
projected on the plane perpendicular to the beam directlun b .In (his plane, the angle « Is 
aeasured with respect to thejjrojectlon of the observation vector n . * is the angle bctwen 
the observation, direction n and the projected scattering angle. As above, a is the ingle 
between n and b . Then one has cos * • sin e cos cp . Far a given valve of •>, the general 
fora of the angular distribution is, from what has been said in the proceeding, 
P(«i»:v)-asin24r»bsin24<os2*-a*(b-a)cos2rtr-bcos**. 
After substitution of * and integration over v it coaes: 

P(o)-a-sln2efi - |)i slir*0 cos 2» y (3.l«> 

The main effect of the perpendicular component is to decrease the order of the angular 
distribution pattern. A dipole distribute;) Is aodtfled by the addition of an isotropic 
coaponent, while a quadrupolar distribution is modified by the addition of a dipolar 
coaponent. 
He apply the elementary treataents sketched above to the classical trealaent of 
nucléon nucléon breastrahlung. The f i rs t case is the 
Proton neutron scattering. This corresponds to a dipole like radiation. The parallel 
component writes: 

| * " | . 4s" 2 isin'e(l(4<p>cos e t(4<o>J46<o2> } C O S 2 O ) Ï 2 ( U . T ) (3.15) 

. Il 2 s . . «.» IKCOS 8> . , , l«cos » • <cosJH> 
Here ap" -0 2 <(l-cos 9 ) 2 > , <p>-p = , and <e 2>-o 2 î with 

c ,eos"e ' ' di? 
Angular distributions will be considered in the nucléon-nucléon 

center of aa;s, and it will be assuned that they have, in this frame, a 90' symmetry. Then 
<cos a>-0. 
For fixed value of the scattering angle the perpendicular component writes: 

E ! 

l i t 1 ! • * * * j s l n ^ I + t V ^ o s + +{«<P 1> 2*6<p"> ) C O S 2 * J J * ( « , T ) (J. 16) 
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The odd tern In <p'> vanishes after Integration over the angle. 

up 1 • p'<sin*H>, <p">. - — — — . Therefore, after integration and Baking use of (3.1') one 
gets: 

|Â"| -p 8<sin'»i (l - sin'e/i - |nJ<sln*e>}* Jsin'e cos's p'<sinz»]j*<<".0 

Finally one gets for the sun of the components: 

|**|\ |Â"ï' -Ç^(».T)<sin*» 

a> , , I , <sin'»{l D.Sn'csin'&h 
• ̂ -F(u,T)sin*9|lKcos*8> s 1 

. ? rJ*(u.T)sin
J0 cos 0 2p(l»<cos*a>) < 3 "' 

a' 
i -p J^lu.Tlsin'O cos'o p* 

((l.<cos2«>H3.2<cos?S>)« j <sin*8>0 

A non relalivislic approximation to this expression has been used extensively 
(Nifenecker.1985; Bauer,1985; Remington,1987). In this case one obtains: 

d' f 1'' 0 ) - - — -!*(< ,T>£(<sin'a> . sin'o/lxcos'»- [<sin'e>)] (3.18) 

Recall that Q*Qlmtl . For isotropic scattering one has 
2 I 2 

<sift*(<>-p and <cosae»=^, and the angular part of 3.18 reduces to sin*» < r. This expression 
Has obtained by Nifenecker(l985). A similar expression is obtained for the scattering by a 
hard sphere'Jackson,1975; Cassing.1986). For a l/sine distribution one would obtain 
ylsfn*Otj-j. Ike distribution is «ore anisotropic than the preceeding one. An extreae case is 
obtained for pure forward backward scattering, (he angular distribution becoaes a pun-
dipole 2 sin*». It is seen that the total ganma cross section is not a very sensitive 
function of the scattering angles distribution 
He now consider the classical treatment of the 
Prpton-proton scattering. This is a quadrupolar process, lor simplicity we give the 
expression for the parallel component. 

• 2»1 3 f>2 , , f«»*(l'<COS*H>) tftf?) . 
|A | - ~- sin2» cos'o J - i !lip-b»( M, T) (3.19) 

As coapared to the p-n case we see that, in the p p system the radiative cross-section is 
reduced by a factor of order p2* (J—J ÛR* which for a gama energy of 100 Hev and typical 
values of p aaounts to approximately 0.1. 
Aside fro* quadrupole radiation one should also consider magnetic dfpole radiation which 
might be induced by the spin flips of the nucléons during the scattering process. It can be 
ihc*n(Jackson,1975) that the magnetic dipole radiation is reduced with respect to the 

electric dipole by a factor of order — — •* I — I that is around 0.01. 
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As wilt be seen later, most theuries of nucleus-nucleus Bremstrahlung consider nuclei as 
mere collections of nuleons. Host add incoherently the contributions of the different 
nucléon nucleon-r processes. However one expects that collisions between a projectile proton 
and a Urçrt neutron should Interfere negatively with collisions between a projectile 
neutron and a target proton. In fact, for nuclei having the sane charge density, one won 
naively expect a quadrupolar pattern, that this is not the case, due to the loss oi 
correlation between the protons, after scattering, can be shown by examining the 
Deuteron•deuteron -gamma process. For simplification we consider the non-relatlvistic case.lt 
is straightforward to generalize the calculations to moderately relativistic situations, 
using formulas given at the beginning of this section. For reference we recall the 
cross-sections obtained for the incoherent sum of p-n-T and n-p-Tr processes: 

Similarly a quasi-elastic d d--r process where the deuton would keep their identity In the 
final state would lead to: 

"• 0' • > i„ (Vdxcos'a») «/««) ., , 
— -|- sin'o cos'o j . _ - I ] * ( € . T ) 

In the d-d process the projectile proton(l) is scattered fro» 0* toe, while the target 
proton is scattered from I80*to e,. Because of the presence of the neutrons a, needs not to 
be equal to €^. Therefore, In the dipole approximation the parallel component of the vector 
potential writes: 

I* I " P J — i — ( < c o s ' f»,>+<cos* Bj>-z<cos e,cos e^>) (3.20) 

while the perpendicular component writes : 

|Â"|*. !L fl- î^)(<sin'm>.<sin'f%> J<sin o,sin «», ) (3.21) 

As expected both components disappear In case of complete correlation between 8,and e,. In 
case of complete decorrelation one gets the gamma production cross section: 

d* ofc Oil e* °» il' 
—•.' ' • ^- (<sin2a> * sin'sl-ccos'» 0 5<sln'«. ))T*(t,») 

* a n U.v «Vue * ' 
As compared to the Incoherent pn»np case we see thai the isotropic component is kept 
unmodified. The stn'e tern is very significantly reduced. For isotropic scattering it even 
vanishes, while for l/sln *J scattering It Is reduced by a factor S. in the extreme backward 
forward scattering It Is only reduced by a factor 2. 
Another cause of decorrelation lies in the Fermi motion.A complete treatment of this effec 
is outside the scope of this elementary outlook. However, a feeling for the feral motion 
effect can be obtained different velocities for both p-n pairs. The first p-n pair Is 
assumed to have velocities Kp,+40,). The second n-p pair have velocities ±(0,-40,).The 
parallel component of the vector potential writes: 

A -* sin 6(241,- (p,<£B, |cos «\* (p,-ûp,)cos €fe) which, after squaring and averaging gives: 

|X"|'- Ç sln'JîWtdl* l ^ l l . 11 <*{>! (J.22) 

The <Cft\> may contribute significantly to the gamma-ray production. Of course the Feral 
motion will, «It», smooth the angular distributions, which will look more Isotropic. 
This simple treatment shows that, due to the effect of various fluctuations, It might be 
justified to treat the first nucleon-nucleon collisions incoherently. However the elementary 

http://case.lt


cross-sections. They are related. In a rather issplex way to the true cross-sections. 
In the preceeding, we hive only discussed angular distributions. Only those can be obtained 
fro» classical considerations. The shapes of the spectra will be discussed, In a quantum 
environment. In a later section. For the highest gamma-ray energies, momentum and energy 
conservation night put constraints on the angular distributions and alter the conclusions 
reached here. 
The classical treatment given here deals exclusively with the external contributions to the 
gama-productlon process. Internal contributions are expected fro* the charged pions 
exchange between nucléons. These wilt be considered later. However a few m a r k s are in 
order. First internal contributions have no Infra-red divergences!Jackson,1975). They should 
only be of Importance In the proton-neutron scattering process, which Is the only one 
mediated by charged pions. It is expected that the angular distributions Induced by the 
Internal contributions should be rather Isotropic and would, therefore be more justified of 
an incoherent treatment. 

3.2 Multiple Scattering Effects. 
Equation 3.3 shows that contributions of scattering events occuring at different times have 
to be added coherently. Consider, for example, a charged particle suffering two successive 
collisions with neutral scattering centers. Three contributions to the vector potential 
become apparent. The first and third correspond to the Ingoing and outgoing channels 
respectively. in the non-relatlvlstic limit, the second term writes: 

rlbution to the 
I " 

?2p,sln e 2 II- e
 p c | = ?, i u — P j S i n e , . Although dipolar with respect to its angular 

blur 
distribution, this contribution countains the term——which is analogous to that displayed 

fjOjSin e, |l- * * ' where T - — » . Therefore, the 

dominant contribution to the second term writes: 
or 

by quadrupolar radiation. In particular, it disappears in the soft photon (u - 0) limit. 
This effect was not taken into account In previous multiple scattering treatments of the 
gamma emission process (Hi f enecker, 1985; Nakayama,1986; Bauer,1986; Remington,1987). In such 
kinetic models It may lead to serious errors, especially at low gamma energies. On the other 
hand, Knoll (Knoll,1988) has shown that these models may violate electromagnetic sum rules. 
In the following we try to evaluate the connection between the quantum mechanical treatment 
of Knoll and the unproper treatment of time correlations in the classical calculations. 
Limitations due to the electromagnetic sum-rules. He summarize the treatment of Knoll and 
Guet (Knoll,1988). One starts with the expression of the transition probability : 

W',<ltr ' " S 7 Krl*o'-îll,)l*&(t.-E.± E,) 3 23 

where A, - \-j—I c c e T and P • 2J;f, • r " 2 > j r j • 

The absorption cross-section and production rates are obtained from: 

1 
o f <M -c-£'.,<'<T>e<Ef>E,> 

3.2» 

It is then possible to derive the following finite temperature dipole sum-rules, for a 
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thermally equilibrated system: 

JXc" («f'" •<-»") «,«,.»» - 7 ^ r s » ( T ' 

J> TE;' (l.(ire
!'")o- (E,,T) - i S„(T) 

The S, sun rule is model Independent. Simple expressions for the S 0 and S, sum rules can be 
obtained if two body correlations are neglected 1n their expression. Such simplification can 
be sham to have modest effects on the estimates of the sum-rules. Under these conditions 
one obtains, for Isospln symmetric matter: 

S 0 -In* jC ^ « I l*2ll>:, 

„ „ , A e 2 « 2c 2 

S> - ^ 4 C n c - - ^ T 

, . A e 2 B 2 C 2 1 , i , i , 

S 2 -^T e *c-^r Ï « * Ml'»» 
Several interesting remarks can be done from these sum-rules. Firtsly, they are Independent 
upon the density of ".he emitting system. This Implies that the pure Incoherent summation of 
the radiative contributions of independent collisions cannot be correct. Indeed, In this 
case the radiated intensity should be proportional to the number of collisions, and 
therefore, to the density, furthermore, the finiteness of the sum-rule n-0 implies that 

N(E T) goes to 0 faster than E 2" 1 for E,-> 0 . This Is in strong divergence «1th the El' 
infrared divergence displayed by the Free n-p cross-section. At high energies, the 
production rate has to decrease faster than EJ ,i** T . Knoll and Guet(l988) shorn that, as 
expected, kinetic models (H1fenecker,l985; Neuhauser,1987) based on the incoherent summation 
of individual contributions of the collisions violate the sum-rules in a very serious way. 
They trace the origin of this violation to the fact that nucléons are rescsttered before the 
long wave-length photons are produced(infrared region) and to specific quantum effects at 
the high energy end of the spectrum. 
It should be stressed that the treatment of Knoll and Guet(1988) does not apply directly to 
nuclei. It deals with the total number of photons emitted in thermally equilibrated nuclear 
matter. Some of these photons may be reabsorbed before they escspe from the nuclear medium. 
Therefore the sum-rules obtained by Knoll and Guet are upper limits, when applied to real 
nuclei. In practice, this limit is reached , since absorption is low. However, the sum-rules 
could be applied, in principle to massive systems, like stars or plasmas. In which the 
absorption can, no longer, be neglected. For large systems, the assymptottc behavior should 
be the black body limit. This limit, which predicts a £j dependence at low energies leads to 
an infrared convergence of the n-1,2 sum-rules, and a logarithmic divergence of the n-0 
sum-rule. This Is related to the finite size of the radiating body which limits the validity 
of the black-body formula to wavelengths larger than Its dimensions. At high energies the 
black-body formula gives an ultraviolet divergence for all sum-rules. Since the black-body 
emission rate, in this energy region, has to be smaller than that considered In the 
derivation of the sum-rule, because it incorporates the effect of absorption, this 
divergence Implies a failure of the sum-rule at the higher energies. This Is, probably, due 
to the failure of the dlpole assumption, at these energies. This assumption Is only valid 
for kr > 1. Taking as a characteristic distance the Internudeon distance this leads to a 
transition energy of around 100 HeV. 
The considerations of the beginning of this section are clearly related to the violation of 
the sum-rules In the soft photons region. He explore shortly the possibility to Incorporate 
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these into a 
Modified kinetic model. Ue consider a gas of protons and neutrons. Only prolun neutron 
collisions are taken Into account, fur simplicity. This is justified since the n p 
cross-section is about three times larger than the p-p cross-section and since the p -
collisions give only small contributions to the radiation, because of their quadrupoU, 
nature. In the non-relalivislic approximation, the potential vector can be «rilien: 

*-£s-•«(.;.,.. »...)•*"''•' • i s " ! " 1 ' 1 •'-'•'"K.. 
Fl k J-l T 

assuming tftat the velocities are uncorrelated before and after collisions, one may «rite 
that ( a l , -Pi ./ • pf i *,,! *i , *"<* after squaring and averaging over angles it c u > : 

I 
IAI - i l l sln'e, „ o] , (I-cos o. { T | , ,_ ,„ I) 3.27 

j-l k 

Further averaging concerns the angles anil gives (sin z6 j j k 1 - - . The cosine term has, then 
to he averaged over the free paths distribution. In doing so we shall assume that the mean 

*i * tree path is velocity independent. Then rt h T M I • — ' — c a n be averaged over the free path 

It comes: 
«..a 

> • . Finally one obtains: 
Bi.' ' c-V , • »rV 

1 •"']>"- (V) dv 3.28 

where N c o l l (v) is the collision rati' for particles with velocity v. A is the n*an free path 

y • — . For > Boltmann gas: 

i - f j tT " - where *» is the reduced mass of the p-n system, and v the 
relative velocity of the two micïe 
The gawta production rate is the wr i l t en : 

H(Ei,T, . » « , ! _ * _ |£T ' T [ L ^ - J U TdE (!.», 

where the doubly bracketted expression is the additional term induced by the negative 
interferences it both ends of a segment of the trajectory. This î-im assures convergence, '-
the infrared region, r«f the sum-rules with n>0. The divergence of the n-0 sum-rule 
related to the fact that we have not constrained the hot gas into a finite volume. Therefore 
the right hand term of equation (3.26) is , in that case, unbounded. The bracketted term 
equals 1/2 when E,- -— . Typical values of this energy range between 10 and 30 MeV. This is 
to be compared to the lower cut-off energies obtained by Knoll and Guet (1988). It is also 
seen from (3.29) that, for lew energies the gamma-product ion rate Is inversely proportional 
to the nuclear density. For high energies, one comes back to the more usual situation where 
the photon production rate is proportional to the nuclear density. The dépendance of the 
total photon production with respect to the nuclear density Is weak. 
It is interesting to note that the first and last collisions are not included in 
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i on s nierai ions dbuut the sum-rules. 1 here fore, one of the effect of the negative 
interferences which take place along the particles path. i\ to decrease the isotropic 
component found in the d-d elementary treatment, with respect to the anisotropic component. 
The intensity of this anisotropic component will be governed by the fluctuations of the 
initial velocities and directions, induced by the ferai atome- un. In any case, it appears 
t hat, if these fluctuations justify calculations where the contributions of * 
nutleon-nueleon collisions are added incoherently, the quantitative use of the classical 
n p-> cross-section is very questionable, even on the basis of purely classical 
considerations, due to the additive nature of the electromagnetic vector-potential. 
Ihe treatment presented above is purely classical, and therefore can be considered as an 
approximation to Ihe external contributions exclusively. If internal contributions, such as 
those produced by the charged pions exchange between protons and neutrons are important, the 
treatment looses its relevance and the sun-rules should be modified accordingly. This has 
not been done, to our knowledge. Nate, however that the internal contributions do not suffer 
from the infrared divergence since, for low energies their intensity is proportionnai to the 
f\. It is timely lo examine the validity of a semi-classical expression Of the 
nucleon-nucleon--* cross-sections. 

4.NUCU0H-NUCU0H GflHHft CROSS SECT IONS. 

Our experimental knowledge of the nucleon-nucleongamma production is irregular. Ihe 
proton-proton system has been thoroughly studied (Signell,1967; Kitching.1987 ), since it is 
the simplest, experimentally, (n this case, a good measurement of the momenta and energies 
of the two protons, after scattering, is basically sufficient to describe the reaction. The 
neutron-neutron system is unknown, for obvious reasons. Our knowledge of the 
neutron-proton-gamma process is poor(,Brady»l97Q; Edgington.19/4; Dupont, 1968J. This is due 
to the snail intensity and bad resolution of the neutron beams, furthermore the neutron and 
photon detectors are more difficult and less performant than proton detectors. This Is 
unfortunate since it is known. experimentaliy(Koehler.1967; Edgingtcn,19€6} and 
theoretically (Baîer.1969; Nifenecker,1985) that the n-p-t process is, by far, more 
efficient than the p-p-Y process to produce gamma-rays. Due to these circumstances, 
calculations of the nucleus-nucleus-gamma process have made use, almost exclusively of 
theoretical estimates of the neutron-proton--* cross-sections. This is why we begin by a 
summary of the relevant theoretical calculations. 

Iheoretical Descriptions of the Proton-Neutron Gamma Process. 

Ma- first Nucleus-Nucleus calculations have used the cl*ssical(Nifenecker,1985; 
Nakayama,1986; Bauer,1986; Remington,1987) approximation, with the inclusion of energy 
conservation, in the semi-classical fashion. This approximation has been amply described in 
Chapter 3. for completeness we recall a form of the employed semi classical cross-section, 
most commonly used(Remington,1987; Nakayama,l9B6). For each n-p collision the photon 
production rate is given by: 

_£!L.J.iî^.y|i*L.iiL|'ep~.i) M, 
dE,m, E, ^ »ty, k4-,|l-n.p. l-n\p\| l ' '' 

where e Is the step function, and Ç ™ - -£• the naxiain gama energy. E„ Is the incident beaa 
energy.The difficulties net by the calculations to account for «peridental results at the 
highest incident energies (Crosse,1986; Kitato Njock,|988b,c)led to the questioning of the 
semiclass leal approximation (Heuhauser.1987 ;Remlngton,l987)- A first improvement «raid 
consist in treating the n-p-> process within a quant» potential scattering aodel. The first 
treatment of this sort, to our knowledge Is that of Ashkln and Marshak(ma). Since this 
calculation incorporates most of the significant Ingredients of potential «miels, we shall 
report on it In the following. 



In Ihe classical theory, radiation only occurs when a charge is accelerated, bimilarly, m 
•luantui» electrodynamics, radiation emission is a second order process. This is obvious from 
energy and momentum conservation. In its own referential, an elementary particle cannot emit 
radiation, in its ground state. In order to display the basic features of the n p 
bremsstrahlung calculation we start by accounting for the perturbât Ive treatment of Ashkin 
and Marshall. In their Born approximation for both the scattering and the radiation 
processes, the llamiltonian writes: 
H-H-. 1• V where HL is the hamiltonian of the free particles, V. the Nuclear potential. 
Ashliin and urshak chose a Yukawa nuclear potential which reproduced the n-p scattering 
data, as they were known at that time. This potential has the interest to lead to analytical 

expressions, for the photon spectra. V"(r) - — — g, where P„ is the Majorana operator 

and g (1-1,3) refer to the singlet and triplet states respectively. 
The electromagnetic part of the Hamiltonian writes, in the non-relativistic limit: 

with the following usual expression Tor the vector potential: 

«ilt.r/n 
A - 42n i.c V « l k î - (a;. at ) (4.3) 

nhere l.k , U\ arfi the momentum and energy of the photons. < f t h arc the two polarization 
vectors, wich are supposed ,r> be perpendicular to k . at*and a. are the'creation and 
destruction operators. In the second member of equation 4.2 the first two terms correspond 
to electric transitions and the third tu magnetic transitions. Ihe second tern is of second 
order, and furthermore, couples only states differing by an even number of photons. It may 
be dropped out. liie magnetic contributions requires a spin flip of the nucléons, and, 
therefore, do not interfere with the electric contribution, For simplicity we only consider 
the electric contribution. Ihe perturbâtive development, up to second order writes far the 
transit ion matrix T: 

yw. y** yew. yN 

'., • «..»*)•£ rrir- TTC <«•«> 
I ,m ' ' — 

The first term of the second member of equation 4.4 corresponds to the nucleon-nuc!?in 
elastic scattering and can be ignored. Ihe second term writes: 

VH - -r= P, •< MP, - »i '* ) («•«) 

H « 
This matrix element conserves momentum but not energy. As said above, it has to be droppeJ 
out. The first second order term corresponds to a situation where the photon is emitted 
before the scattering, while the reverse is true for the second term. The energy is 
conserved between the initial state i and the final state f. Therefore, neglecting the 
recoil terms, E|-Et» fiia^ and ̂ -E^.fii^. Finally, taking the exchange term into account one 
gets: 

•< (V, ( P i - P . ) ' »,{rV P*,» (••*> 

Where V, is the Fourier transform of the nuclear potential. Squaring T gives: 
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' îure o , .<pt , are the azimulhal and polar angles of the proton velocities with respect to 
the- phoi'on Ji'rection. After integration over the angles and using the Fermi Golden rule 
A.likin and Marshak finally get the electric cross-section: 

e'l\ M ) (P,\ P, 
d.. . 3 F — d (4.8) 

' lc'l.uf (q* J l*>. J P. 
«hl*rp ; 

<:(x) » — ! _ , log : — !• (4.9) 
(1 «') U V . l l « ) ' l [ -N' . 11 • x | ' | i x ( V . l . x ' J I A ' < ( I x)* U 

where \ * — .All quantities arc measured in The initial nucléon-nucléon center of mass. The », 
fc 

•tamma energy is t«.y = l w (I x') with E - i a B - —, As expected the cross-sect inn goes to 0 when 

the gamma energy approaches its maximum value. Ihis is the main difference of this result as 
compared to the semi-classical approximation. Similar expressions are obtained for the 
magnetic component. 

, 9s ( <M J 

i.sc' ^ QiJ 

II »')' 
M(x) • — £(x) (4.11) 

l.x' 

Ihe Ashkin Marshak treatment does not give correct angular distrtbdt ion since it does not 
un linU; the Ooppler shift of the gamma-rays. Iheir formalism has been modified by 
Kwatu Njock(l988d) «ho has been able, again, to obtain an analytic formulation of the 
cross section. This formalism has been used to calculate the proton Nucleus process(see 
Section 5). 

lor small gamma energies (p = p 0) the spectrum goes like ^-, while for high gamma energies 
t» 

(p * u) it goes like = . it is interesting to note that the traditional modification 

of the semi-classical sharp cut-off has the same properties. It aanunts(rieit1er.l953) to 
replace the of of the classical formula (equation 4.1) by the geometrical mean 8,0,. Sine1 

' E, ' 
1 sharp cu 
he classica 

Jtî" - ÏT 
l>3,~ l~" , this leads to the modified seal-classical spectrum. ̂ -i-= e ( t ~ -f T). « 

l i 

comparison between the Ashkin-Harshak expression and the modified as well as unmodified 
semi-classical ones is shown on fig. 4.1. In fact, the gamma spectrum shape Is not very 
sensitive to the detailed shape of the nuclear potential, as long as the photon «aye length 
exceeds the nuclear potential range, or, equivalents, as long as the photon energy is less 
than the pion mass. This is also exaaptlfted by the fact that the elaborate calculations of 
8ire and col1eagues(Birb,1987) which use a v,u description »? the nuclear potential give 
results very similar to that of Kwato Njock(1988a). The only significant sensitivity to the 
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nuclear potential is through the scattering angles distnbiit ion. the Ashkm and Har-,hjk 
approach considers oaly on energy ihel1 nuclear potent ial matrix elements. Mi is is a 
consequence of lltp;r assumption that ip t-Hp,|, However, if the photon emission occurs 
before scattering, the energy of the prolon may be significantly affected. Such off enpr 
shell effects were investigated by Brown(1969) and Brown and Frank) m ( 1973). Neuhauser .. 
Koanin(l9d/) integrated the results of Brown and franklin over the neutron and prot»,. 
scattering angles, to obtain integral gamma-ray spectra. The same approach was used, again, 
by Hafcayama( 1988a). On fig. 4.1, the gamma spectrin calculated with the inclusion of 
off-energy shell eifects is displayed. It increases markedly the photon production close lo 
the end of the spectrum. Neuhauser and Koonin suggest that this increase is due to the fast 
decrease of the nucléon-nucléon cross-section with incident energy. They account, partially 
fur this effect by replacing the semi-classical cross-section at center of mass incident 
energy C 0 ;rr~lEa) °* the geometrical mean hpKo)gF~'fo" fi '• H o r e intuitively, it is 
possible to consider that the electromagnetic part of the interaction is unchanged while the 
nuclear part, alone, is modified when the photon Is emitted before scattering. Therefore one 
may write the modified off energy shell cross-section: 

•H. df. *>„ih) 

Note that the ju-.tirnation of surh an approach is •'elated to the final energy of the 
proton, and not In the properties of the intermediate state where energy Is not conserved. 
We use the following pxprpssion of the nucléon nucléon cross-section(Bertsch,1977): 

The result of such a simple calculation is shown on fig. 4.1, together with the exact 
calculation of Nakayama(1968a). It is seen that the off-energy shell effects put the 
unmodified semi-classical cross section back into business. 
In the proceeding, it was assumed that the nucléons suffered only one nuclear scattering. It 
is possible, however, that Ihey night suffer several and that the photon might be emitted 
between two successive scattering. This corresponds lo the so-called reseat tering terms. The 
contribution of these l »r»s is small(Brown,1973; Nakayanta, 1988a). This can be understood 
since they correspond to quidrupolar type processes, and, therefore, to a reduction factor 
of order 1 cos where \/\ Is the range of the nuclear potential. He shall now see 
that, even at high gam* energies,, this contribution w sraa11, as compared to piomc 
contributions. 
In p-n scattering, charged pions may be pMchanged.These transient pionic currents may lead 
to photon emission, with characteristics similar to that due to the rescattering process. 
However, here, the mass of the pfon is small ia<J, therefore, the bremsstrahlung emission is 
expected to be enhanced. Considering, as in the Ashkin Harshak potential, a one pion 
exchange, the range of the potential is simply related to the pion mass by 
- • = 1.4 ferai. As well known this relation is obtained by use of the uncertainty * M* 
principle which gives the off energy characteristic time, and by the assumption that tfc-
pions propagate with the speed of light. Using the same assumptions, it is possible to 
obtain 1 rough estimate of the bremsstrahlung of the virtual pions. It is given, in 
comparison to the proton external contributions by: 

which gives: 
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Me recall that, here, o is the velocity of the proton in the center-of-mass. As an example, 
for ISO HeV incident energy, the maximum enhancement factor Is around 13, and around 7 at 
300 NeV incident energy. It is. therefore, quite a significant effect. 
Calculations incorporating explicitly the Meson exchanges were made toy Baier and 
colleagues(1969) in a 081 type calculation. As will be seen in the next section they 
obtained rather satisfactory agreement with experiment. Urown and franklin(!973) used a 
non-local potential formalism which can be shown to incorporate pion exchange effects, via 
the finite range of the potential. As said, this analysis was used again by Keuhauser and 
Kooninf1987) and by Nakayama(l988a). Fig. 4.2 shows some results obtained by Nakayau. The 
cnnvective(r'ternâl). magnetic and exchange contributions are displayed. Also shown are the 
results of an Ashktn Marshafc type calculation and the exchange contribution obtained by 
«applying to it the correction given by equation (4 15). The success of the simple formula 
4,15 is striking., especially at ISO HeV. Of course, such a success may be partly fortuitous, 
and does not prevent from doing more elaborate and exact calculations. This is why we think 
it useful to give, as an illustration, an overview of the treatment of E^akayana. At variance 
with Ashkin, the nuclear scatlering is treated non-perturbatively. The distorted wave 
functions are denoted by the notation <4>. while the unperturbed plane waves are denoted «p. 
?he nuclear transition matrix is given by(Messiah,1963): 

Î,, - (<pf IT I*, > ~ (v, IV" I*;) (4.16) 

the distorted wave functions are, then given by(Messiah,1963): 

I or ) - t<p) * G*T- , v> (4.17) 

where + corresponds to outgoing and • to ingoing waves. Gj = = — — is the Green function 
t • H 0 < i q 

of the free particles Hamiltonian. The transition amplitude for emitting a photon k,« is 
equal to: H • (£*<»+, |"** |+i}- Using equatton(4.17) one gets: 

.<kVi^|r*^r-k) 

Ihe first term is the zero scattering and does not contribute to photon emission, due ' 
momentum and energy conservation. Ihe second and third terns are single scattering. Tr> 
fourth tent is the rescattering contribution. Nakayama only keeps its contribution 
corresponding to pion exchange, the electromagnetic potential is divided into three 
contributions: V - V i m . V • V . The single scattering of the convection potential 
V i m is the electric externar contribution. The same Is true for the magnetic contribution 
V • The two-body exchange contribution Is purely internal. Except for off-energy shell 
effects, the external contributions are essentially the same as in (Ashk'n.IMB). We shall 
not treat, any further, the magnetic contribution and refer to (Nakayama,1988a) for a 
complete treatment. The convection and exchange electromagnetic potential, then, can be 
written: 
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Fig. 4.2. Various contributions to the photon prodi'ctijntNakayaiia, 1988a) 
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— Magnetic contribution 
Convection contribution 

Exchange contribution 
Total calculated crosssection(Nakiyama) 

• Ashkin Harshak type calculâtion(Kwato Njock,1983d) 
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o c c m, was the value calculated by Nakayaaa. 
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e,,ej,e;,e, are the electric charges of the interacting nucléons. Clearly, the exchange 
potential acts only in the p-n channel. Nakayama uses the Bonn potential in his calculation 
of the nuclear potential(Machleidt.l987). Ve shall not enter into the details of the 
calculation, but shall, rather make some physical interpretation of the terns involved. 
Consider, first the convective term. The gama energy dependence of the cross-section, for 
small gamma energy will be determined by three factors: the relation between the 
cross-section and the transition matrix involves a multiplication by a level density, that 
is a factor proportional to E*. The electromagnetic potential matrix element has a l~" ! 

dependence. The energy denominators f, , are equal to E T, neglecting the recoil energies. 
Finally, after squaring the transition matrix element, one obtains the familiar E,' 
dependence at low energy, the infrared divergence. 
Consider, no» the exchange term. For a local potential: 

Vfo.P,) •&$,~P>)-TVlr}d>r (4.20) 
and one gets: 

»-, (P.-P.) • ] f ffo" 'I'' V ' . ) £ < • ' t ' f c - ^ ' V (r)d'r (4.21) 

tt appears that a non-vanishing value of this expression requires charge exchange 
e^- e., e;- e 2 . One can chose, for example, e 2- e: » 0. Further, the integral is 
proportional to the range of the nuclear potential. This leads to a dominance of the one 

pion exchange as compared to other melons as a source of photons. Except for the j ^ term, 
the exchange potential contribution i like the convection one finite when the photon 
energy goes to 0. However, while the :. und and third terms of equation (4.18) diverge for 
vanishing gamma energy, the last one does not, due to the integration over all intermediate 
energies. This is easily seen since For zero gamma energy, this last term reduces to 
(+-»!*-*>>, which is finite since *-» is localized. Therefore, in the limit of small gamma 
energies, the exchange contribution will behave like E r. 

experimental Oata on the Neutron-Proton Gamma Process. 

Very few data have been reported on the neutron-proton-o- t process(Brady,1968; 
Edgington.1974; Dupont,19BS). Genuine n-p-T measurements requxe neutron beans of high 
intensities and well defined energies. These neutrons are usually produced in p»Be or p<li, 
as well as d+Be reactions. Beam intensities obtained with these techniques range between 10' 
(8radyJ970) and 6.IOs(Edgington,1974) neutrons per second. In the three cases mentioned, a 
liquid hydrogen target was used, combining the advantage of high target thickness and low 
background, provided thin windows are used. 
Both scattered proton and neutron were detected in coincidence. The proton energies were 
determined from the pulse height delivered by scintillators, while the neutron energies were 
obtained from time-of-flight measurement. The set up used by Brady (1968) is shown on 
fig. 4.3. The proton energies were measured, with an accuracy of about IX, with a Nal 
crystal placed behind the three plastic scintillators of the proton telescope. Neutrons were 
detected in a large volume Ne102 plastic scintillator, in front of which was a chaged 
particles veto thin plastic scintillator. The time difference between the time of flights of 
the proton and neutron was recorded. 
In the experiments at 130 NeV(Brady.l968) and 208 HeV(Edgington,1974) almost coplanar 
geometries were used. The angle between the proton and the neutron is smaller than 90', as 
soon as a gamma is emitted. In the non-relativistic limit, the momentum of the photon can be 
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Fig. 4.3 Experimental set-up used by Brady(1970) 
for the study of the n-p--t process. 
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given gamma-energy. Neglecting the photon momentum and in the non retativistic approximation 
the ganna energy is then given by: 

' 2H 1 

sin*9„* s i n J n l 

' 2H 1 sin*(e„* 9 p ) J 

where H Is the mass of the nucléon, P the Initial momentum of the projectile, e n, 0Q the 
final angles of the neutron and proton.For moderately relatlvisttc velocity of the incident 
particle, a narrow gamma-spectrum corresponds to each pair of scattering angles with respect 
to the beam, [n the Harvard geometry, the neutron and proton are detected at symmetric 
angles. In this case, the relation between the detection angle and the gamma energy is 
especially simple, and writes: 

P'cos 26 („ c o s «• 
T SHcos'e 

where o is the common angle of detection of the nucléons and 8 T the angle of emission of the 
unobserved phctun. The average of the gamma energy is obtained for cos 6 T «0. The relative 

width of the gawna specîrum Is given by -=— " ± 2pjl — I where EÏ" is the maximum gamma 

k cos*e ) 

s and 
obta 

- I 
energy. The n-p-T differential cross-sections for various neutron and proton exit 

angles, as obtained by Brady(1968) and Edgington(1974) are reported in Table 4.1.The data 
reported were compiled by Renington(19B7) and Nakayama(I988o). The experimental results are 
compared Mith predictions of various theoretical calculations(Brown,1973; Nakayama,l9B8a: 
8aier,1969, Remington,1987). The Remington calculâtion(1987), is, essentially, 
semi-classical, and, therefore, excludes internal charged mesons current contributions. The 
other calculations are quantal and do include internal contributions. 
In the 7S KeV expe>iment(Dupont,1988) the highest energy gamma-ray region was selected by 
measuring both protons and neutrons at small angles. A total cross-section of 602±33 nbarns 
was obtained when both niicieons were detected between 1 and 1?*, with respect to the beam 
direction. Agreement wa< found with a calculation obeying gauge invariance, and, therefore, 
including internal contributions. 
[t is also possible to extract information on the elementary n-p-Y process from the 
radiation emitted in p-d-Y reactions. Such studies are, also, scarce. Koehler and colleagues 
(Koehler,1967; Rothe,1966) measured the p-p-Y and p-d-Y reactions at 148 HeV and 198 HeV. 
The comparison between the two reactions confirms that the p p-Y contribution is small. At 

198 HeV they deduce from their measurements a ratio -^- between 30 and 70, for gamma 
°«.r 

energies larger than 40 HeV. The total cross-section measured at 148 HeV was 26 iibarns for 
ganma-energtes larger than 25 HeV. Edgington and colleagues(Edgington,l966), measured the 
p-p-Y and p-d-Y reactions at 140 HeV. They also found that the p-p-Y cross-section was 
negligible, as compared to the p-d-Y, and therefore, n-p--r cross-sections. Their result is 
sSmm on Fig. 4.4. One should, however, consider the absolute n-p-f cross-section obtained 
by Fdg1ngton(1966), with caution,as will be seen later. The integrated cross-section they 
founo was li M^arns for the p-d--r reaction and gamma energies larger than 25 HeV. This is, 
therefore, a factor of more than two less than the value round by the Rochester 
group(Rothe.I966). 
The results considered here are of limited precision and do not allow a clear evaluation of 
the different theoretical approaches. The results of Edgington(1966) seen to favor 
calculations which do not incorporate internal contributions, while the reverse seems to be 
true for the Rochester results. A comparison between the p-d--r results of Edg1ngton(l966) 
and calculations is made on Fig. 4.S. This Figure is due to Remington and colleagues (1987). 
They compare the experimental results with semi-classical calculations, and with a quantal 
calculation which follows the approach of Neuhauser and Koonin(1987). The available di-ect 
n-p-T results, especially those at 208 HeV, exceed the theoretical estimates, even those 
including large Internal contributions. In absence of more reliable data on the elementary 



Fig. 4.5 Comparison of calculations(Remington,1987a),with data(Edgington,l96i) 
At the top, are displayed the values corresponding to the d-p-< reaction 

The short-dashed line corresponds to a semi-classical Formula For 
free nucleon-nucleon scattering. The long-dashed line is the sane. 
Including Fermi motion of the neutron. The solid line is the same 
multiplied by 2. The dot-dashed line corresponds to the use of 

the formalism of Neuhauser(1987) for the elementary n-p-T process. 
The lower curves are the corresponding values for ptC ana p*Pb 

Ihe figure was taken From(Remington,1987). 
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process, it is interesting to examine what can he learnt from the p-Nucleus--* reactions. 

TflBtf 4.1 Double differential cross sections for 
measuring a neutron at angle 6 n and proton at B p 

after gamma emission 

t. n • p Experimental results E, Semi-Classical 
Remington,1987 

0BE 
Baler,1969 

BS 
Brown, 1973 

HJ 
Brown,1973 

HH86 
Nakayama,1988a 

m 30,30 35±I4 69. 14. 46. 34.1 34.6 34.8 
• 35,35 57+13 53. 38. 60. 44.7 44.0 43.1 
• 38,38 I16±20 40. 96. 92. 71.4 69.8 64.9 
• 40,30 114+44 51. 48. 72. 69.9 58.8 
• 4S.30 132*53 41. 105. 128. 121.0 94.2 
130 23,20 47+35 55. 8. 36. 38.5 40.1 
" 26,20 16+29 52. 10. 34. 40.4 42.0 
• 29,20 35±28 50. 13. 32. 42.8 44.4 
" 38,20 64±24 40. 26. 32. 53.9 56.2 
" 23,32 17+29 46. 8. 23.3 23.5 
" 26,32 66±29 44. 11. 26.5 26.6 
" 29,32 77+32 42. 15. 30.6 30.6 
* 38,32 116+21 44. 55.6 55.2 

5.HIGH FNffiGY GAMMA-RAYS PRODUCTION IN PROTON-NUCLEUS REACTIONS. 

Informations on the pmr elementary process can also be deduced from proton-nucleus 
reactions. In this case the phase space problem is much simpler to rolve than for a heavy 
•on collision and thus, different theories of the pnir elementary process can be tested. 

Experimental Data on Proton-Nucleus-Gamna Reactions 

are also very poor. In the early experiments of Wilson(19SZ) and Cohen(1953) the order of 
magnitude of the photon cross section have been measured. More complete data have been 
reported by Edglngton and Rose at 140 HeV(Edgington,1966) In this work the photon 
production cross sections «ere measured for a «Ide range or targets and angles. Some of the 
spectra are displayed on Fig. 4.5. Several important results were obtained. The shapes of 
the spectra «ere similar for targets ranging between deuteriun and lead. The scaling of the 
cross-sections followed a — law. The angular distributions ws>re peaked forward, and «ere 

similar for p-d-f and p-C--/ or p-0--r. All these characteristics led the authors to conclude 
that the origin jf the photons were individual n-p collisions, as suggested, previously by 
Beckham(l962). 
Very recently, new results have become available concerning gamma emission induced by 72,168 
and 200 Hev protons colliding with several target nuclei{Kwato,198Ba-, Pinston,l98B).ln the 
following we report on these recent experiments. 
The 72 MEV experiment was performed at the SIN Philips cyclotron.The energy spectra for the 
p+Au reaction, measured at three different angles, are reported in fig.5.la. For this 
reaction we have also plotted in Fig. 5.2a the angular distribution In the frame of the 
nucleon-nucleon cm.. In Fig.5.3 a comparison is made between the spectra of different 
targets measured at Blt. - 90* and 150'. The scaling factor, N, A;" s , used to normali« the 
differential cross section of the photon production for different targets was that suggested 
by Edg1ngton(!966) 
It is apparent in Fig. S.la that the energy spectra for the p + Au reaction are "harder" for 
forward than for backward production. This difference is an indication of a photon emission 



so 
from a moving source. The source velocity deduced from the contnur plot of the invariant 
photon cross section versus the transverse photon energy and the rapidity is close to tht* 
nucléon nucléon c m . velocity. In this midrapidity frame the shape ol the energy sprri'a 
measured at different angles are almost identical as observed in Fig.5. lb. 

Table 5.1 - Source velocity at IG8 MeV bombarding energy. 

TARGET E, < 85 HeV E, > 85 HeV 

C 
A l 
Cu 
Ag 
l b 
Au 

0.28 ± 0.03 
0.30 ± 0.03 
0.24 t 0.03 
0.20 ± 0.03 
0.27 ± 0.03 
0.22 ± 0.03 

0.28 ± O.OS 
0.20 ± 0.05 
0.18 ± 0 . 0 5 
0.17 ± 0.05 
0.19 ± O.OS 
0.14 ± O.OS 

mean v a l u e 0.2S 0.19 

the e«perinents(Pinston,198B) at 168 and 200 HeV were performed at the Orsay 
Synchrocyclotron. Targets of C. Al, Cu, Ag, Tb and Au Mere used.Since one of the aim of fhe 
experiment Mas to compare absolute cross-sections, both with the previously measured 
ones(Edgington,196G) and with calculations, the beam intensity had to be determined on an 
absolute basis. It was monitored by a Faraday cup calibrated by two different techniques. In 
the first one an Al target Mas bombarded with protons for a fixed amount of time . The " N a 
f-activity Has measured off-line and the proton number Impinging on the target was deduced 
from the known cross section of the 2'Al(p, 3pn)"Na reart1on(Yule,1960) . In the second 
experiment the proton number Mas deduced from a proton-proton scattering measurement 
performed at 30' in the laboratory. For this purpose we have subtracted the normalized 
counting rates obtained for a CH, and C target respectively.The proton Intensities deduced 
by these two methods agreed between themselves and with that deduced from the Faraday 
readings within 20%. The energy spectra for the p + Tb reaction at 168 HeV and for three 
different angles are reported in Fig. 5.4. Again, the spectra are "harder" for fon<<rd than 
for backward production. The source velocity at 16a MeV was extracted from s two diaiensional 
plot of the invariant photon cross section versus the rapidity y ' y In ((|tcos8)/(l-coss)) 
and the transverse photon energy E t- E r sine, where s is the photon observation angle In the laboratory. We have found that the rapidity distributions, for the different targets 
measured, are nearly identical. The source velocity deduced from the centroid of the 
rapidity distribution. Is close to the nucleon-nudeon c m . velocity p •• 0.28 for photons 
below 85 HeV while It is substantially smaller than this value for photons above 85 HeV (see 
Table 5.1). This can be understood, in the frame of a nucléon-nucléon model of photon 
production, since high-energy gamma-ray require a collision of the beam proton with a target 
neutron having a high velocity opposite to the bean. This tends to slow down the 
nucleon-nucleon center of mass, in the laboratory frame. 
Table 5.2 shows the total cross sections for bremsstrahlung production with photon energies 
greater than 40 HeV and measured at 168 and 200 HeV respectively.For proton nucleus 
reactions at 168 and 200 MeV one must consider the contribution due to photons coming from 
the decay of the neutral pions. At 168 HeV, this contribution was estimated to be less than 
9t for C and 24% for Au respectively, of the total cross section for E, > 40 HeV. At 200 He 
bombarding energy the pion background represents a contribution of 46* for C and S9X for A. 
respectively, of the total cross section for E, > 40 HeV. The cross sections reported In 
Table 5.2 are corrected for the neutral pion contribution at 200 HeV. 
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r iy. 5 f (A) (ntrrqy spe.tra of high energy photons for the p»Au reaction 
at JJ HPV, measured at ùlJtt «30*.90* and 150*. 
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Fig. 5.2. experimental (a) and theoretical {b) angular distribution in the 
nucléon-nucléon c m . for 1he p t Au reaction at 72 NeV. 
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Ihe characteristics of the angular distributions suggest, as in the case cr Nucleus-Nucleus 
ionisions, that the hard photons are mainly produced in p n collisions. As mentioned above, 
this mechanism was already suggested by 6eckhatn{196?} and Edginglon(1966). Under this 
•assumption the 1 production rross sections can be written as : 

... > •>, P n P. (5.0 
where >>, is the total reaction cross section (BauhoFF. 1986; Hess, 1959) Pft is the probability 
far the incident prat an to collide with a target neutron and P. is the probability to 
produce a photon in a single n p collision. From experimental data (Hess.!958) 

'J«P ** 3 *W 
and then : 

K - " „ « '<"„ N ' "„ Z) - 3 N/(3 N * I) (S.2) 

where N and I are (he neutron and proton nunber of the tarqet. As expected from the first 
collision hypothesis the P t values deduced from these measurements and reported in Table 5.2 
are almost independent of the target and projectile combination. Of course the 200 HeV data 
are less precise than the 168 MeV data due to the neutral pion subtraction. In Table 5.1 we 
have also reported the previous p + d Measurement OF Koehler{l?67) at 197 HeV . [n this work 
a quasi frse npir cross section a " 23 i*b, was deduced from an exclusive experiment. The 
comparison between the deuteri»si and the heavier targets Ne have measured at 200 HeV is not 
straight forward, for deuterium the maximum available energy in the collision, for photon 
production is 137 MeV while it is about 207 HeV For the heavier targets, for which the 
retoil is almost negligible. A smaller P r value is then expected for the former reaction, 
with these limitations in mind one can conclude that the agreement between the two 
experiments is better than 1.8 ± 0.4. 
In Fig. 5.5 we have compared our data at 72 and 168 HeV with the previous measurements of 
(.dgington and Rose(l966) at 140 HeV . For ifis purpose the photon production crois-settions 
are displayed as a function of the reduced variable t t / t l t l m • Using this variable we see 
that the curves corresponding to our 72 and 16B HeV measurements lie almost on top of one 
another, except for the highest energi-.s. In contrast the curve corresponding to the 
measurement of Edgington and Rose lies very much below our data. One can conclude, that the 
c oss section measured for E,> 40 HeV for the p « Au reaction at 140 HeV is underestimated 
by a factor 3.31 ± 0.33. This Factor is probably related to the difference De Iween the cross 
sections measured for the radiative process d(p,T)!He, a - 0.5 t 0.2 M b and o • 1.35 »o 
respectively found by edgington and Rose(Edglngton,196() and in the recent measurement of 
Hugi(1984). 
It is instructive to compare the characteristics of the p-Nucleus-v process to those of the 
Nucteus-Nucleus-T. While the spectra were very nearly exponential. In tne Nucleus-Nucleus 
case, departure from the exponential shape are noticed at the higher energy end of the 
proton-Nucleus spectra. This is clearly due to the lower available energy available in the 
later case. The departure of the exponential shape occurs relatively earlier at higher 
proton Incident energies, as can be seen on Fig. 5.5, where a comparison is made. In a 
reduced plot, between the 72 and 168 HeV data. This effect «ay be attributed to a decreased 
influence of the Fermi momentum at the higher energy. For ratios £,/£„, between 0.2 and 
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0 6. the spectrum shape seems to he independent ol the im idenl em'C'ljr .n«l ••14I1". ' ix«* t^. 
or, equivalently. like the incident energy. Ihis is similar to the observed dependence uf 
the inverse slope of the spectra, in the Nucleus-Nucleus reactionlFig. 2.4). However, in the 
proton induced reactions, the cross-section increases almost linearly with incident energy, 
while it remains almost constant in the Heavy Ion case. It is likely that this difference -
related to the larger influence of Pauli blocking, in the later case. Furthermore, tne 
companion between the two cases Is only partly meaningful, since the proton data considered 
range from 72 to 200 HeV incident energies, while the Heavy-ion data correspond to energies 
between 30 and 89 AHeV. We have noted that there are evidences for an increase of the photon 
production cross-section between 89 and 124 HeV in the XetSn reaction)lam,19BB). Between 30 
and 65 HeV gamma energies, and for 72 HeV incideRtproton energy, the photon spectrum is very 
nearly exponential, with an inverse slope of around 14 HeV. This is significantly less than 
the value expected from heavy ion reactions at a similar incident energy per nucléon. 
Indeed, Fig. 2.4 gives a value of the inverse slope t 0 around 22 HeV for 72 AHeV incident 
energy. This lower value, in the proton-Nucleus case, may be explained by the absence of 
Fermi motion in the projectile. 
It is difficult to compare the absolute probabilities of photon emission in the proton.and 
Heavy-ion cases, since this quantity depends upon energy, in the first case. In order to do 
so we approximate the gamma spectrum observed at 72 HeV proton energy by an exponential with 
inverse slope 14 MeV and differential cross-section of 1 iibarn/HeV/sterad. at 6*90' and 
I,-32 HeV (See Fig. 5.11 Ihe differential probability for photon emission is, then, using 
equation (5.2): 

d>„ 5 Ni ' *t 14 
-, - j ^ H -,».«..,__.*» L...4.S'. 
Ihis value is to be compared to those displayed in table 2.lwhich in close to I. 10'* . The 
closeness of the two figures should not be taken too seriously, however It shows that 
nucléon-nucléon collisions may be the origin of high energy "ama ray production in 
Nucleus Nucleus reactions. 
The angular distributions, in the nucleon-nudeon center of mass, displayed in fig 5.2 do 
not peak at 90*, as do those displayed on Fig 2.B. Rather,the maximum is around 80' Ihis 
can be explained as due to a Ooppler shift of the gamma-rays emitted by the proton, even in 
Ihe n-n frame. From equation (3.17) it is seen that the sin'Ocos O term induces a shift of 
the maximum of the angular distribution to smaller angles. Applying this equation to a 
12 HeV proton one gets an angle, for the maximum, of 77'. in qualitative agreement with the 
experimental angular distribution. The relative amplitude of the anisotropic component Is 
around 3GX, again, in qualitative agreement with the values observed in Nucleus-Nucleus 
reactions. 
In summary, we have seen that proton-Nucleus-T and Nucleus-Nucleus--! reactions share many 
characteristics. However, the absence of fermi motion and Pauli blocking in the proton 
projectile makes a detailed comparison rather uncertain. Ihis Is why the recent measurements 
ul 
tight lon-huclyis-Tr processes, by the HSU group,(TAM, 1988b) are interesting. Fig. 5.6 shows 
energy spectra observed at 90' for deuterons and alphas of 25 and 53 AKeV bombarding Carbon 
and lead targets. It is clear, from the figure, that the relevant quantity is the beam 
energy per nucléon rather than the total energy of the beam. This agrees with first 
collision models, and not with thermal models. It also agrees with the trends observed with 
heavier projectiles. It Is also seen that the shape of the spectra, above 20 HeV, are very 
nearly exponential for alpha projectiles. They diverge from the exponential, at the hlghe-
energy end, fur the deuleron projectiles, very much like what was observed with protons. Fo. 
He projectiles, the inverse slopes vary from around 6.S HeV at 25 AHeV to around 12 AHeV at 
S3 AHeV. This Is close to, although slightly smaltei'hin the — j — systematic* observed fo-
heavier projectiles. The Inverse slope of around 9.5 HeV far the deuterans of 53 AHeV 
significantly smaller than the heavy projectile systematlcs, and close to the value oi 
10 HeV, extrapolated fro* the 72 HeV proton data. The values of the probability of photo» 
emission per p-n collision P, are close to 10"* for alpha projectiles, at both Incident 
energies and for both targets. This is, again, very close to the values observed with 
heavier projectiles. On the other hand, the values of P r are close to ? in•* for deuterons. 
It seems, therefore, possible, that for hydrogen Isotopes, the gamma emission probability 
per p-n collision Is higher than for heavier projectile. Wether this might be due to a small 
or vanishing Feral motion and Paul! blocking In the projectile, or to Interference effects 
is an open question. 
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Fig. 5.5. Comparison, in a reduced plot, of our results at 72 (squares) 
and 168 HeV (triangles) with those of Edgington and Rose at 140 HeV 

(crosses). The system studied was p t Au at 90V 
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My. 5./ shows angular distributions as observed in the nur loon- nuc lean center of nu'-, 
frame. In all cases a dipolar component is present, for the heavier targets, it is small and 
comparable to that observed with heavier projectiles. On the other hand, it is very strong 
for the Carbon target. This is reminiscent of the trend observed in the !.i«Li 
reaction(Tam, 19B8), which we have discussed in section 2. lhis decreased anisotropy for 
heavier targets may be due to secondary collisions. It is, however, surprising that these 
collisions do not show up in the cross-section systematic*. Another possibility would be 
that of a direct capture contribution for the lighest sysytems. Note that, in the proton 
case, also, at 72 MeV, the angular distribution observed with a carbon target seems 
peculiar. This is certainly a point which deserves further studies. In conclusion, we have 
seen that there is a general agreement between proton-gamma, light and heavy ion gamma 
reactions with a smooth transition from the lightest projectiles to the heavier ones. The 
must significant differences between the Z - 1 projectiles and the heavier ones, starting 
with alpha particles, can be attributed to smaller total available energies as well as Fermi 
and Pauli effects. 

theoretical Calculât u? ns of the Proton-Nucleus-Gamma Process. 

following the approach first taken by Beckham)1962), the photon production rates in 
proton-Nucleus collisions are deduced from the elementary p-n-v cross sections, under the 
assumption that the proton makes a collision with one of the target neutrons. The neutrons 
are affected by the Fermi motion and the Pauli exclusion principle is taken into account in 
the final state(Nakayama,l986; Bauer. 1986-, Remington, 1987; Kwato Njock,1988a). The 
contribution to the radiation of the acceleration produced by the mean nuclear field has 
been estimated<8eckham,1962; Nakayaca,!<)86) and found to be small as compared to the 
nucleon-nucleon collisions. Two approaches have been used, in order to take into account the 
fermi motion and Pauli Blocking. The most commonly used(Beckham,1962; Nakayama,1986; 
kwato Njock,1988a) consider particle-particle collisions between the incident proton and the 
target neutrons, characterized by their Fermi momentum distribution. The other 
approach(Remiflgton,l987) considers the incident proton as an ctciton inside the target 
nucleus, an follows its decay via a Boltzmann equation. In both cases gamma emission may 
occur when a nucleon-nucleon collision takes place. One defines, therefore, a probability 
for gamma emission per collision. This probability is not the free n-p-~r probability, due to 
Pauli blocking. Further, the incident energy of the proton is increased by an amount equal 
to the nuclear potential depth minus the Coulomb potential. The Pauli blocking is most 
•,]ii.i,l/ taken into account in the 

B('i''Én) 
Boltzmann master equation approach(BHEI. In this case P'"' ('>•<„.«„) * K'" («») 

where B are Pauli blocking factors. «;,«,; are the final energies for an elastic scattering 
event. Thus E;+ «•» e * e„. £'• and t" are the final energies when a photon is emitted. 

p n p n n p 

Therefore, ej;+ t£- t * «„-«,. The blocking factors also include the level densities. For 
example, B(e ,t„) - g (e )g n(«J{l- n F« ])(1- nn[« )). where the g's are single particle 
level densities and the n's are occupational numbers. The evolution of the occupational 
numbers is given by the BoHzmann Master Equation: 

<K _ 
«i dF" f.<p-n>- «** I Z " »Mi «;«W«:-«J)- " :;"" wA<-<\) i5-3» 

y jKl 
where x,y specify the nature of. the particle. f {(p.n) is the injection term, which, for a 
single proton reduces to a delta function at t=0. uj'"*1 is the transition rate between two 
states of the scattering nucléons pair. Remington and BUnn(1987) define 

uii"" - o.« (v, , )v, . p„ with v, , = I - («,* «,)• o.„ (v) is the free nucleon-nucleon 
*r " T *«J («J *> <«| M III ' * 

cross-section for relative velocity v. uj"" is the escape rate to the continuum state u. It 
is obtained by applying the detailed balance to the capture of a nucléon x with energy « u in 
thp r u n t initiim The ,.h..t.- r< »-.-... I, •-» inn r>t«» is nnu n n i n l t i t ' 
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Remington and Blann(1987) have applied this formalism to the p-Nucleus -r data of Edgington 
and Rose(1966). The results of their calculation Is compared to the expérimental data in 
Fig. 4.5. It Is seen that, provided the elementary cross-section given, in this case, by the 
p-d--» reaction is xell reproduced, the Master equation approach allons a good reproduction 
of p-Nucleus data. The similarity of the spectra, as welt as the validity of the N A " 5 

scaling rule, indicate that multiple scattering may not contribute very much to the photon 
yield. 
The BHE has several attractive features. It is simple and easy to extend to the 
Nucleus-Nucleus case, as will be seen later. It tikes, naturally, into account the 
successive collisions, up to complete thermalization. It allons the study of the 
correlations between gamma and preequilIbrium particle emission. In principle, it conserves 
energy at each step. Note, however, that It is not immune to spurious energy effects. 
Indeed, after a first scattering a situation may arise where, for example, the bottom level 
has a small, but finite probability to be empty while the entrance energy level is not 
entirely depleted. It is, then possible that a photon would be emitted in a process where 
the particle with the initial energy <,*V has 0 final energy, and therefore, the photon 
energy < r could be larger than «,+V while the initial available energy was only «.. 
Therefore one should be cautious, using the BME for very large gamma energies, close to the 
absolute threshold. This also applies, of course, to pion production. This difficulty is 
encountered in all models where the information on the system, at a given time, is 
summarized by a set of non-integer occupation numbers. Such are BUU type calculations, 
thermal models, and Fermi gas calculations. 
The BHE equation does not consider the momenta of the particle. This is why, the entire 
incident proton energy can be released in the first scattering event. No energy needs to be 
stored in the center of mass motion. In principle the BHE equation does not provide angular 
distributions. However, Remington and Blann(l987b) have reproduced angular distributions by 
adding an additional ansatz to the original SHE model. They distinguish first and subsequent 
collisions. First collisions contributions to the angular distribution are obtained from a 
nucleon-nucleon semi-classical calculation. Later collisions are assumed to give isotropic 
distributions in the giobal center of mass. This procedure amounts to take partly into 
account the 
Fermi oas model approach. In this case, the target nucleus Is schematized as a sphere, both 
in configuration and momentum sphere. In the simplest approach(Nakayama,1986; 
Kwato NJock,1988a) only first collisions are considered. The consideration of secondary 
collisions requires more elaborate treatment of the momentum distribution.This has been done 
in the frame of the 8UU theory(Bauer.l986), which will be discussed later. The photon 
production cross-section is then given by: 

dE,dn ' 

[ <i!Pn['>,(E,.Pp.Pn> «(Pp.PJ,') ' ( V ' n ^ p ^ r ) °"Pp 

- (5.5) 

k d , p " i L (Pp.p;) 6(v c-.-'p- £é) d'Pp 

Kite that the probability for photon emission depends, this time, not only on E T but on 1
U P 

final and initial proton momenta. This is necessary in order to obtain angui 
disti ibutions. This formalism has been applied by Nakayama and 8ertsch(1986), using the 
senlclassical expression of the photon production cross-section. Their result is compared to 
the p*Be data of Edgington and Rose(1966) in Fig. 5.8. Nakayama and Bertsch(l98f) summarize 
the result of their first collision calculation for the p-Nucleus -r process in a 
semi-empirical expression: 

oVn • g- 5" r f g. ;.,/ <56> 
T 'toi lr lr 

It Is Interesting to note that the cross-section for a gamma-energy equal to a fraction of 
the incident bean energy is a constant. This is in agreement with the energy scaling we used 
in Fig. S.S. The contribution given by equation (5.6) can be compared with a similar 
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pxpression obtained by Nakayama and Bert<.cti( 1966) and concerning the nuclear potential 
contribution. Ihis writes, at 90*: 

.....rsgfi.-ir 
8UU type calcuiations(8âuer,1986) have, also, been applied to the data of Edgington and 
Rose(I966). The results of the calculations are compared to the experimental data on 
Fig. 5.9 . The agreement is. again, satisfactory. 
from the preceedtng it appears, therefore, that, provided the elementary p-di or p-n-r are 
well reproduced, it is possible to reproduce, also, the proton-Nucleusor data, in the frame 
of nucleon-nucleon collisions models. It does not seem that multiple collisions p U y an 
important role in determining the photon production rate. 
Since we have seen that new measurements of the prolon*Nueleus--r process seem to contradict 
the older measurements of Edgington and Rose, it was important to compare the new data to 
calculations similar to those just mentioned.Me have, therefore, compared the p-Hue leusi 
results at 72,168 and 200 MeV with a Fermi gas type ca.cu1ation(Pinston,.9B8). Two different 
assumptions were made concerning the elementary n-p-t cross-section. In the first we made 
u-e of model of Ashkin and HarshaM 1949), described in section 4. He have used the same 
rukawa potential as flshkin and Marshak, which reproduces satifactorily the nucleon-nucleon 
elastic scattering total cross section. It has equal strength of ordinary and exchange 
forces : 

' "*. e -' 
» < r ) . - | - « . — 

with » ' • 1.18 . 10 " en, g, • 0.280 fit and g, > 0.404 Kc. «here P„ is the Hajorana 
operator and g, and qs refer to the singlet and triplet states respectively . In this 
non-relativistlc model, radiation from charged meson exchange is neglected. It gives photon 
cross-sections which are very similar to the semi-classical ones. The result of our 
calculation for 1(0 Hey p-nucleus (Edg1ngton,1966)collisions shows a good agreement with the 
much more sophisticated calculation of fliro and colleagues (Bird.1987). These authors used a 
neutral meson <j and u model to evaluate the pnv elementary process and the 
Bollzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbecl; equation to follow the p-n collisional history. These two models 
reproduce equally well the proton-nurleus data at 140 HeV. 
In the second approach we have used the formulation given recently by Nakayaaa(l988a) . Here 
the contribution of the internal pionic current is explicitly accounted for and is shown to 
be several times larger than the pure externa, contribution, for this second calculation we 
have used the differential cross sections computed by Nakayama for n-p c m . energies of 50 
and 200 HeV and found that for the s»me value of the ratio =— the cross sections are 

e 
proportional to E"1* » where E is the beam energy. This simple relation was supposed to be 
valid for the C m . energies range 50 s f c l Bv 200. this second computation has to be 
considered as a crude approximation. The results of the two calculations in the reaction 
p » Au at 72 and I6B HeV are shown together with experimental data on Fig. 5.10. Both 
calculations and measurements are differential cross sections at 90' in the laboratory. It 
can be seen that the calculation which includes the internal pionic 
contributlons(llakayaaa,1988) gives a much better agreement with experiment than the mori 
commonly used one. 
In fig. 5.1, the experimental and calculated angular distributions, for the p.AU reaction at 
72 HeV are displayed. The calculation, in this case, used the Ashkin(l949l formalism, 
excluding Internal contributions. It is seen that the calculation overestimates t1"! 
anisotrapy of the angular distribution. On the other hand, the Internal contributions .. 
expected to give an almost isotropic angular distribut1nn(Brown.l97J), In agreement with the 
observational trends.Hakayamaf, 1988a) has, also, used his formalism for a comparison with the 
data of Edgington and Rose(l9(6), concerning the ptBe reaction at 140 HeV. He makes use of 
the Fermi gas model of the nucleus, as has been described above. In order to account for the 
experimental results, Nakayama has to consider the Fermi momentum as a parameter. Similarly 
he considers the presence or the absence of the nuclear mean potential. Two Feral «omenta 
are considered, 1.36 and 0.65 fm ' corresponding to 100» and 10» of normal nuclear matter 
density respectively. Fig. 5.11 shows the results of the calculation for four different 
rAmhinatinns when there is no nuclear potential, the total available energy for gamma 
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emission is reduced by the Fermi energy, due to Pauli blocking, therefore the higher fermi 
momentum gives smaller photon production. The Nuclear Potential V adds, to the incident 
proton, inside nuclear matter, an energy equal to V, and larger than t f . The total avaiUble 
energy for game energy is increased by the proton binding energy, a snail quantity. On th° 
other hand, the coupling to the Ferai notion increases the photon production rate, and 
higher Ferai momentum corresponds to higher production rates. In Fig. 5.12, the experimen . 
data of Edglnglon and Rose(l966) are compared to the result of the calculation or 
Nakayaaa(1988a). To obtain a reasonable fit to the experiment Nakayana had to make the 
treasonable assumption that the Ferai momentum corresponded to normal nuclear matter 
density(l.36 fir' ) while there was no nuclear mean field. This strange finding is due to the 
fact that the experimental data were erroneous. They are underestimated by a factor of about 
3 as compared to the new data at 72,168 and 200 HeV.ln conclusion, it appears that the 
internai charged pion exchange currents contribution is important, even dominant, in the 
n-p.-r process. Ihe careful study of proton-Nucleus, and, even more, of Nucleus Nucleus 
reactions may, therefore, give the possibility to examine the in medium modifications of the 
pionic currents. We shall no* proceed with a review of the existing theoretical approaches 
to the Nucleus Nucleus T process. 

6.THEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PHOTON {MISSION IN HUCIFUS NUCLEUS COLLISIONS. 

Many different theoretical approaches have been advocated, in the recent past, in order to 
explain the hard photon production in Nucleus-Nucleus collisions. He have shown, in the 
preceedlng chapters, that a rather extensive set of experimental results is available to 
compare with theoretical predictions. It is our feeling that any serious theoretical attempt 
to explain photon production in nuclear encounters should take into account the main trends 
displayed by the experimental data. It is unfortunate that some recent theoretical attempts 
have used only those few experimental results which could lend some kind of support to them, 
and ignored the others. This will make the comparison between theory and experiment less 
thorough than we might have liked to. Nethertheless, we hope that the following will show 
that such a comparison makes possible lo infère the dominant mechanisms responsible for 
photon production in Nucleus-Nucleus reactions. 
It is possible to distinguish three main types of theoretical approaches . These approaches 
have also been applied to other types of problems, such as pion production or fast oarticles 
emission. We classify these models into collective, thermal and dynamical ones. 

The Collective Models. 

In the extreme collective approach, the nuclei ire considered as simple entities scattered 
in the field of one another(1lasak,1985; Vasak,1986).This situation was already considered in 
Section 3. (equations 3.10 to 3.13). It was shown that the angular distributions were 
symmetrical with respect to 90*. only in the half beam velocity frame, irrespective of the 
mass ratio of the projectile and target. Ihe shape of the angular distributions depend upon 
the relative orientations of the position and velocity vectors.For colinear velocity and 
position vectors, like in central collisions, the angular distribution is of the sin's cos's 
type, while It would be of the sin'e for orthogonal position and velocity vectors. Of 
course, integration over impact parameters mixes the different situations and leads to more 
cwplex angular distributions. Examples of laboratory angular attributions, for different 
Impart parameters are given in Fig. 6.1. Such characteristics are not in disagreement wt 4 

the experimentally observed angular distributions, except for the absence of an Isotrc 
component. 
The shape of the -t-spectrum, following the classical theory(Jackson,1975), corresponds i. 
the square of the Fourier transform of the acceleration. For the observed exponential shapes 
of the spectra, one, therefore, expects Brelt and Kloner shapes of the acceleration function 
•»(t) " ——^— where T • >- Is the characteristic time of the deceleration of the two 

<«-'.)'• T 
nuclei. The acceleration function is characterized by long times which do not seem to be 
physically sound. The deceleration time can be related to a characteristic deceleration 

distance d s 2 »__ r ~ — where we have made use of the fact that the Inverse slope 
IN». 
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the magnitude of the stopping distance is not unreasonable, its decrease with beam energy is 
difficult to understand. 
I he predicted scaling law has a strong dependence upon the nuclei charges. For sysmtlric 
reactions, the collective model predicts a 0,Z 2~ Z*'1 dependence.Experiment points '.o a Mich 
slower Z 5 " one. as shorn by the validity oF the scaling law described in section 2. For 
this reason, it seems that the extreme collective model does not apply to nucleus-nuctovs 
encounters at intermediate energies. 
in the extreme collective model, just described, the collectivity is a property of the 
nuclei which behave like entities, all nucléons Feeling simultaneously the accelerating 
fields, due to a very low compressibility. If one considers, at the opposite, that the 
nuclei are mere collections of nucléons interacting independently with one another, the 
electromagnetic field, itself, is a possible source of collectivity, due to its additive 
properties. A simplified semiclassicai treatment oF the collision of nucleonic ensembles was 
made by Nlfenecker and Bondorf(Nifenecker,l°BS).lt shows that the expected collectivity is 
small since, as seen in section 3. positive interferences between collisions Involving 
protons from the the same nucleus tend to be cancelled by negative interferences with 
collisions involving neutrons from this nucleus. This is because the vector potential Is an 
odd function of the charged particles velocities. As shown in section 3.,the emitted 
radiation is the result of fluctuations in the individual scattering processes, especially 
in the distribution of final parallel velocities, after scattering of two nucléons. The 
cotlectiveness of the radiation, if it exists, decreases with gamma-energy. As an example, 
for central collisions, the collective gamma-cross section reads: 

(6.1) 

where aT is the characteristic stopping time of the projectile, aft is the distance between 
the deceleration centers of the projectile and target, respectively. In the absence of a 
(.impression zont this quantity vanishes. Typical values of a, are given, for a small 
projectile, with radius R ferais, absorbed into a larger target (HIFenecker,1985), by 
o t- -frai* • This gives, for example, around 70 He» for a B4 AHeV C projectile.Similar 
results were also obtained recently (Heuer,l98B) in a quantum calculation based on the 
quantum molecular model for nucleus-nucleus collisions. In this case a remaining collective 
component was obtained for the lowest photon energies, namely, below 30 Hev. Previous 
schematic quantur ca)culatlons(Bauer,1987; Hakayama,1986) also concluded to the weakness of 
collective effects in nucleonlc ensembles encounters. Such results Justify to treat phott• 
production In nucleus-nucleus reaction as an incoherent summation of individual n-p-T 
processes. 

The Thermal Honjel}, 

use this assumption. These models can be classified into two categories, depending upon the 
treatment of the time evolution of the hot system. The first type of models has been used 
extensively In intermediate energy heavy-ion physics. In order to predict plon and composite 
particles production (Knoll,1979; Oas Gupta,1981; Bondorf.1982, Gross,1937; Awes,1981; 
8ondorf,19fiS; Shyam,1984; Jacak,1987). Those are essentially phase space models. A 
freeze-out configuration Is selected out for which thermodvnamlcal equilibrium Is assumed. 
Ihe relative production of particles is then governed by the chemical potenttil.This 
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approach has not heeit used extensively for photon production(Shyam,I986; Grosse, 1985) Ihe 
photnn production, then generally, reads: 

<Pa 2» ET 
dEr*> " "' (he)' Çr (6 

e T
t l 

Here It is the volume of the participant zone with température T, formed with cross-section 
o, . This expression was written in the emitter frame. For the w C t u C -eactton, at 
84 AHeV(Grosse,198S), one gets T - 18 HeV, and a value of the product a,V - 37 fermi5. With 
an average formation cross-section of O.S barn, one gets a participant average volume of 
0.74 ferais' , a very small value corresponding to around 0.1 nucléon at normal matter 
density. Alternatively, if one would use reasonable values of the number of participants, 
one would get cross-sections close to two order of magnitude too large, This is probably, a 
consequence of the small interaction of gamma-rays with nuclear matter, which prevents 
reaching equilibrium. The same property makes it problematic to define a freeze out 
configuration for photons. Hote, also, that the shapes of the black body spectra are not 
pure exponentials and do not agree well with the experimental ones.The photon production 
cross-sections predicted with this approach have the desirable feature to be proportional to 
the number of participants, in qualitative agreement with experiment. The other features of 
this type nf model are common to all thermal models and will be discussed later. 
The other therm*! models were inspired by the traditional evaporation theory, applied to a 
hot participant zone. The participant zone was defined in a variety of ways. 
Nlfenecker and Bondorf(1985) assumed an equal number of projectile and target participants. 
This has the advantage to explain, by construct, the sources velocities and the weak 
dependence of the spectrum temperatures upon the relative masses of projectile and target. 
However, this ansatz is arbitrary and difficult, if not impossible to justify for very 
asymmetric collisions(Gosset,1977). 
Prakash and colleagues)1987) use the geometrical, clear-cut, participant model(Gosset,1977). 
Banasera and colleagues(1988) have modified this model, in order to take into account the 
interaction between participants and spectators which is expected to play a significant rale 
at intermediate energies. It is, then, possible to obtain source velocities, which,in 
principle, differ from the half beam value. The deviations from this value are not very 
Urge. For example, at 44 ArteVp^,- 0.151, while the participant velocity pp,r, - 0.184 for 
l 2 C * * K r and p,,^ -0.133 for m Au< wKr. These values would correspond to ratios "••.-.. of 
3.27, 4.27, and 2.84 respectively. The experimental values vary, as seen on Fifi. i.S, from 
3.0 to 3.2.The agreement Is, therefore not very good. However, 8onasera and colleagues claim 
that the source velocities they obtain are very close to the half beam value. 
The models of Hifenecker(l9B5) and Prakash(19B7), differ mostly in the way they treat the 
photon production. Nifenecker assumed that the photons are produced in individual 
nucleon-nuclean collisions, each collision being treated semi classically, as described in 
section 3. Schematically, the photon production cross-section is given by 
o,- CT,V P ( E , ) T , where o, is the hot zone formation cross-section, n the number of 
proton-neutron collisions per time unit, within the hot zone, P(E,) the probability for 
emission of a gamma-ray in a p-n collision and T , the life time of the hot zone. This 
life-tine i5 determined by particle evaporation. The expressions obtained by Nifenecker do 
not comply to the sum-rules derived by Knoll and Guet(t988), due to the infrared divergence 
which was not cured in their model. A possible modification of their model, in order to cure 
this defect, is sketched in section 3. 
Prakash uses the detailed balance theorem to obtain the photon production rate from the 
photon absorption cross-sections, estimated for the hot participant nucleus. The photon 
production cross-section is then given schematically by o,- o,r, IT • ",ttf, is the 

number of evaporation steps. Since the particle escape width r • —, one can write that 
% 

- * ? * • r[* • Both Prakash and Nifenecker models, therefore lead to the same kind of 
expression. Only the photon production rates are different, but they are both proportional 
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to the totdl mass of the participant zone, lhe particle escape width is proportional to lh? 
surface of the emitting system, while, at fixed temperature, the total excitation energy Is 
proportional to Its volume. Therefore, the participant zone life-time ts proportional to the 
radius of the zone.For symmetric systems, the photon production cross-sect ion will be, for 
both models, proportional to A 2. This is faster than observed experimentally, as can be seen 
in section 2 . 
In Table 6.1, we compare the experimental data with the predictions of both thermal models. 
In the table we have treated the theoretical results in the same way as the experimental 
data to obtain values of P.. As explained in Section 2, this treatment has the advantage to 
be insentitive to the slope of the spectra. Using the scaling described in section 2 it is 
possible, from the data displayed on Table 6.1 (Equations 2.8 and 2.9) to reconstruct the 
theoretical cross-sections. 

TABLE 6.1 
Comparison of the experimental values of the Inverse slopes E„ 
and of the photon emission probability per initial p-n collision 

with the predictions of the thermal mode1s(Prakash,t987; Nifenecker,1985) 
Jn the Nifenetfcer case the experimental value of E„was used. 

[n the Prakash rase, it was calculated (see text) 

SYSTEH E beam 
MeV/N E„ 

Experiment 
E» 

Prakash 
P,»10* 

Experiment 
Pj.104 

Prakash 
P,xl0* 

Nifenecker 
» K r t " C 44 11.7 10.5 0.62 3.8 2.3 

M Krt"" Ag 44 12.5 12.9 0.54 2.9 4.2 
M K r t " ' Au 44 12.1 12.7 0.38 3.43 4.47 

5 4 Ar*'J C 85 25.6 18.5 0.99 7.9 2.3 
5 4 Art" Al 85 28.4 19.0 1.04 10.9 2.9 
"Art""' Cu 85 29.9 19.1 0.88 11.9 3.33 
M Art™' Ag 86 29.6 18.0 0.93 14.6 3.4 
» A r t , O T T b 85 29.8 17.8 0.86 13.9 3.6 
M Art'" Au 85 28.3 17.5 0.94 14.1 3.6 

In the model of Nifenecker, it was found that the temperatures, if calculated from a 
Boltzmann or Fermi gas model applied to the participant zone, were systematically too low, 
by around 65X. However, Neuhauser and Koonin(1986), showed that a proper treatment of Fermi 
motion and Pauli blocking, as well as a realistic treatment of the elementary n-p-T 
cross-sections could Improve the situation significantly. In the practical calculation shown 
on Table 6.1 the experimental inverse slopes were used as effective temperatures. 
The inverse slopes (temperatures) of the spectra obtained from the model of Prakash are, 
also,significantly smaller than the observed ones, especially at the higher energies. The 
modified version of 8onasera(1988) improves the situation, in that respect. 
Both models overestimate significantly the photon production cross-section, as seen in Table 
6.1. The overestimate is larger for larger systems, in agreement with the mass number 
dependence discussed above. The origin of this overestimate is easy to understand in the 
frame of the model of Hifenecker. It reflects the average number of proton neutron 
collisions which a given proton suffers within the fireball lifetime. This number ranges 
between 5 and 8. Decreasing the lifetime of the hot system would decrease this number and It 
is seen that. In order to agree with the experimental results it would be necessary to 
reduce the number of p-n collisions per proton to about one.. The thermal models should have, 
also, great difficulties In explaining two Important experimental features:a) the 
similarities of the p-Nudeus and Nucleus-Nucleus reactions. It Is difficult to imagine an 
equilibrated hot zone made of only two or three nucléons.b) the existence of an isotropic 



component in the angular distribution. Resorting to angular «omentum effects «ouId not be 
hel ful, here, since the anisotropy appears to be larger for snail systems(Tam,1988). 
The breakdown of the thermal model approach to high energy photon production carries 
interesting information on the dynamics of the Nucleus-Nucleus reaction. In (act. if any 
object like a very hot participant nucleus existed, in an equilibrated state, for a finite 
amount of time, a thermal component should be present, in the photon spectra. The absence of 
this component tells us that the participant zone has a very short life-time, governed by 
dynamical instabilities. 

Dynamical Calculations 

have been used extensively, in order to explain the main characteristics of high energy 
photon production in Nucleus-Nucleus collisions. One of the first attempt(Nakayama,1986) 
extended the 
fermi gas model calculation described in Section 5. from proton-Nucleus ID Nucleus-Nucleus 
reactions. According to equation 5.5 th« probability for photon emission per first proton 
collision reads: 

d'W 

dt.dti ' 

! . , " • ! 
Mf,.P P.P„) n(p?.Pi) «(«„«„-£p-«p-«,) a'p; 

L d I p"f "̂ '̂  S(f>""~*>^ àif' 
(6.3) 

NOM, the Pauli Slocking factors U refer to a double momentum sphere geometry, one for the 
projectile, one for the target, the centers of the two spheres are separated by an amount 
equal to the relative momentum per nucléon between projectile and target. Due to the 
stronger Pauli blacking of the two spheres geometry it is not possible to assume that all 
incident protons do interact with the target nucléons. Nakayama and Bertsh, therefore define 
an effective photnn emission probability per incident proton: 

(6.4) 

where - ts the inverse collision rate of the particle. Finally the photon production 
cross-section is given by: 

lift2 A . 
3 d Jp„ d*w(p p) 

ck, -k» «>*> 
(,..-*) 

2R 

(6.5) 

In this first calculation, the semi-classical n-p--r cross-section was used, including the 
angular distribution 3.18. The experimental angular distributions were relatively well 
reproduced, as seen on Fig. 6.2. On figure 6.3 the calculated spectrum is also shown. The 
cilculation underestimates the experiment by a factor of 3. In fact, the data 
displayed(Stevenson,I986} have been subsequently renormalized (Benenson,1987) by 
approximately, a factor 2. Therefore the true underestimation is by a factor 6. It is, even. 
probably more. In effect, the authors assumed that all projectile nucléons interacted,with j 
cross-section smaller than the total cross-section since it is taken as the proton-Nucleus 
cross-section. For the "hVPb system, the product ni!'A- 3024 while o,<:Af>-2135 reflects 
more exactly the number of participants. Finally, the underestimation factor is close to an 
order of magnitude. 
It seems that the origin of this underestimation comes, essentially from two effects. First, 
a* pointed out In Section 4, the seal-classical cross-section underestimates the true n-p-nr 
cross-section. Nakayama and 8ertsch(Nakayama, 1988b) have used the n-p-> cross-section 
derived by Nakayaaa(1988a) as an input for the two Fermi spheres calculations. The 
cross-section is, then. Increased by a factor 3, as seen In Fig. 6.3. 
The other possible source of underestimation lies In an oversimplified treatment of the 
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Pauli blocking by the tun Ferai spheres model .A simple remark shows that this is, indeed, 
the case. For not too high energies, the two spheres have an overlap region. It corresponds 
to a region of snail relative velocities of the projectile and target nucléons. Two nucléons 
which have small relative velocity and are separated in space will, obviously, not be likely 
to overlap spatially later on. It is. therefore, expected that the nucléons which overlap 
spatially have different velocities. The two overlapping Feral spheres, while being a 
reasonable approximation when projectile and target matter do not overlap, should, 
therefore, break down In the spatial overlap region. This Is an illustration of the 
liouvllle theorem which states that, in an energy conserving system, the density, in phase 
space, Is conserved along the trajectories. It is, therefore, not possible to increase, at 
the same tine the density in configuration and In momentum space, this kind of behavior is, 
indeed, demonstrated by the 
Phase space distributions evolution. This evolution is derived from extensions of the 
Boltzmann equation to fermionic ensembles. There are several denominations for, basically, 
the same equation which has been used to follow the evolution of the phase space 
distributions! Landau-Vlassov , Vlassov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck, Nordheim, 
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck.,.). In the following, we shall retain the single denomination 
BUU, since it has been the most used in the frame of photon production calculations. 
Considering a phase space distribution f(r,p:t), the Uouvllle theorem, in presence of 
conservative forces reads: 

d f(r.p:t) af dr „ , dp _ . . 

dt St dt ' dt V 

If the forces derive from a potential, then -j£ = V,U and the Liouvllle becomes the Vlassov 

equation: 

Sr • âr-v - * ' U V * » t«.ej 

This equation can be shown to be the classical limit of the TDHF equation, if the 
distribution functions are taken to be the Uigner transforms of the many-body wave 
functions. Practically, f is taken to be a probability distribution, In the semi-classical 
approximation, used so-far. The only quantum features kept in the calculations are the Fermi 
motion, present in the initial state, and the Paul I Blocking. In fact, the landau equation 
assures that, if the Kelsenberg and Pauli principles are obeyed by the system at some 
initial stage, they are, also obeyed later on (Berts», 1977). Fig. 6.4 shows the result «f a 
computation of the evolution of a system, following the Vlassov equation. It can be seen 
that, indeed, the Fermi distributions are modified in such a way that, in the spatial 
overlap region, a hole is created in the region of small relative velocities of the 
nucléons. 
The Vlassov equation assumes that the forces acting on the particles derive from a 
potential. Practically, two body collisions, in Nucleus-Nucleus reactions, give rise to 
stochastic farces which do not obey this condition. The effect of these forces is, usually, 
treated as a non-zero second member added to equation 6.6. This term is the collision tern. 
It measures the change of f due to collisions. It nust, therefore, Include a depletion term 
corresponding to collisions of the particle at r,p, and of a filling term which corresponds 
to collisions which le„d, in their final state , to a particle with r,p. The modified 
equation, is the Boltzmann equation. For fermionic systems, the collision term has to take 
the Pauli blocking into account. This specific form of the Boltzmann equation is the 
so-called BUU equation, which reads (Bauer,1986): 

*•*,,. - *,u.V = JL- Jd̂ d'k.dn ,„ *•>(.,*, V M ( 6 ? ) 

«[ff 2d fj»(l-ft)-fjf«(i-f Hl-fj)] 

The collision term corresponds to the elastic scattering of nucléons in states It,,k2 to 
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slates k..k. with cross-section — . Equation 6.7 gives the evolution of the phase spate 
density distribution during the Nucleus-Nucleus reaction. It is then assumed that each 
proton-neutron collision nay lead, with a snail probability, to photon production. Tr 
probability for such emission is taken to be the probability observed in a free n , 
collision modified by the Pauli blocking, in the final state. It reads: 

*!,„• i JSR3C "'•""•' 
coll. 

Ihis expression being, subsequently, integrated over impact parameter. 
Ibis analysis has been extensively applied by the HSU.Giessen collaboration using either, 
the semi classical n-p-t cross-section (Bauer,1986; Cassing,19B6; Cassing,1987) or a 
reiativislit u,u model (Diro,1987). One of the striking results of these calculations is the 
tine evolution of the gamma emission. It is found that, due to the two-body collisions, the 
hole in phase space, at small relative velocities, fills up. This filling up prevents 
further photon emission. Fig. 6.5 displays the time evolution of the photon production with 
time: It is found, that, for theCtC reaction at 64 AHeV, virtually all photons are emitted 
in a time smaller than 1.5 10 : i sec This time is close to the flying by time of the 
project i le A c lose rorrdat ion between the photon yield and the number of first 
proton-neutron collisions i: Found. Fig. 6.6 shows the origin, in momentum space, of the 
emitted photon, as well as the final states of the nucléons, after photon emission. It is 
ieen that photons are emitted by collisions between nucléons having as much as possible 
relative velocity, and that, due to the Pauli blocking, the photon energy is close to the 
maximum allowed in the collision, leaving the nucléons with a small relative momentum. As 
soon as this possibily becomes una>valable, the high energy photon production stops. A broad 
range of experimental results have been satisfactorily reproduced. A sampling of these is 
shown on Fig. 6.7 and 6.8. Tig. 6.7 shows examples of spectra and Fig. 6.9, of angular 
distributions. The calculated photon yields follow, approximately, a Aj|" A°-9' law, close 
to the Observed one. The angular distributions are reasonably well reproduced. Similarly, 
the impact parameter dependence of the spectra is well reproduced. However, one can see, on 
Fig. 6.7, that the calculation is not ahle to reproduce the data at high incident projectile 
energies. It seems that a serious discrepancy with the shape of the experimental spectra 
appears above 60 AKeV. As will appear, in the following, the most probable origin of this 
discrepancy is a wrong representation of the elementary n p y process. 
Results very similar to those just described have been obtained with two other approaches, 
the preequiïlbrlum model af Remington and 81ann(l987), and the exchange model of Randrup and 
Vàndenboseh(1988i. In 
The exchange model_ the dynamics of a dt nuclear system is followed in time. This dynamics 
is controled by the interplay of the potential and of the friction caused by the exchange of 
nucléons through the window which opens up between the two Nuclei, as soon as the reaction 
begins (Randrup.OB? and references therein). This model has been very successful! in 
explaining the characteristics of deep inelastic collisions, in the low energy regime of 
Nuceus-Nucleus collisions. It has been extended to the higher energy regime by allowing for 
the possibility of escape of tfc* transfered nucléons into tî-2 continuum, leading to 
preequiltbrium particle emission (Randrup.1987). If the transfer is Pauli allowed, the 
nucléon Is propagated through the receptor nucleus, with a temperature dependent mean-free 
path. Whenever a> collision occurs, the probability that a photon may be emitted is 
considered, using the semi-classical expression of the n-p-Y cross-section, modified by 
Pauli Mocking in the final state. 
In is moàt} is simpler and less computing time demanding than the BUU calculations, ft is 
very helpful for examining the correlation between photon fast particle emission and fo 
studying Impact parameter selected gama emission. An example of such impact parameter 
selected calculation is shown on Fig. 2.13. Fig. 6.9 shows the variations of the gamma 
multiplicity with Impact parameter, for the system He»Ho . Also shown on the figure Is the 
variation of the number of preequillbrtum neutrons, as calculated with Che exchange model. A 
Striking correlation is predicted between fast particle and photon emission. This Is also 
displayed In Fig. 6.10, where the lime evolution of photons and preequlltbrlun neutrons 
production Is displayed. The same type of correlation have been found in the frame of BUU 
{Cassing,1988) and BME calculations (Remington,1987b). 
(he resent measurement .'if lamnit and rolleaaues (I amois.198R) deals with such a correlation. 
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Ihese authors measured p-> and p-p coincidences. Ihey found lhal the proton mult ipl ir 11 y 
measured in coincidence with a high energy photon was almost the same is that measured in 
coïncidence with a proton. The true proton multiplicity Is larger than the measured one by 
one unit in the second case, Since one has take into account the coincident proton. 
therefore, the measurement seems to indicate that whenever a photon is emitted, the 
intervening proton cannot escape. 
ihe last dynamical model which has been applied in the context of high energy photon 
«mission is 
I he oreeQuilibrium model (Remington.1987). The application of this model to 
M Nucleus•> reactions has been presented in section 5. U s extension to Nucleus-Nucleus 
reaction is straightforward. It is assumed that a compound system is formed, with an 
pxcitation energy equal to the energy available in the center of mass. This excitation energ 
is partitioned between the projectile (lightest partner) nucléons, exclusively. The number 
t.f nucléons having energies between < and * •ût is then given by: 

^(«)^ - — U-£_ï ^ (6.9) 

dn 
It is easy to see that integration of -r-(« ) from 0 to £, the total excitation energy, gives 

A 0 Remington and Blann modify the distribution given by equation 6.9 to prevent a particle 
to take too large an energy. They constrain all initial particle energies to be within 
bounds given by: 

where <, is the Fermi energy of the projectile and c H I a the beam energy per nucléon. At low 
beam energy « -0. 
Remington and Blann obtain results qualitatively similar to those obtained by the other 
drnamical models. They find that most photons are emitted at the beginning of the reaction, 
the more so for the most energetic ones. They also find a significant contribution of 
secondary collisions, although first collisions are oredominant. Ihis behaviour is shown on 
Fig. o.ll. 
One of the peculiarity of their work has been to study the Influence of the chosen n-p-T 
elementary cross-section on the photon production cross-sections. An example of this study 
is shown on Fig. 6.12. Ihe calculation used either a semi-classical or a quantum expression 
of the elementary cross-sections. The quantum expression was taken from Neuhauser and 
Koonin(1987) and included the contribution of charged pionic currents (see section I.). It 
is seen that, at the highest beam energies, only the quantum calculations give agreement 
•ilh the experimental data. At 84 AHeV the difference between the two calculations reaches 
two order of magnitude, at the highest gamma energies, and one order of magnitude for 
typical gamma energies. The finding that exchange currents had a decisive influence on 
photon emission at photon energies higher than SO NeV is rorroboraced by the recent two 
Termi gas calculation of Nakayama and Bertsch (Nakayama, l9B8b) as shown on Fig. 6.13 where 
it appears that the exchange contribution exceeds the convection one above SO HeV. 
It might seem surprising that three models as different as the BUD, BME and nucléon 
exchange give comparable results, concerning the high energy photon production. In fact, 
except, possibly, for the BUU calculations,it is a common feature of these models to have 
first, been devised in order to take into account the fast particle preequilibrlum émission. 
Ihis was used to normal lie the elementary nucleon-nucleoa scattering cross-sections, both In 
the preequilibrlum(BME) and In the nucléon exchange models. In particular, this may take 
care of the fact that, in the preequilibrium model, fusion is assumed for alt Impact 
parameters, although with a reduced cross-section. In other words, the study of fast 
particle emission defined the nucléon mean-free path. This defined the number >f 
nucleon-nucleon collisions, and, therefore, the photon production cross-section, from the 
photon production rate per collision. This, in turn. Is given by the elementary n-p-T 
cross-section assumed, and, also, by Paul! blocking effects. In most calculations, the 
semi-classical cross-section was assumed for the n-p-Y process. The main difference might 
come from the treatment of the Pault blocking. In this respect. It Is Interesting that both 
the exchange and the prttqulibrtua models deal with one Fermi sphere situations. In the 
exchange model, the donated nucléons are treated as isolated nucléons In the sea of the 
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leceptor nucléons. In Fact, except For the change of temperature and macroscopic 
characteristics of the d> nuclear system, the donated nucléons are treated independently. 
I he transfered nucléons correspond, nostly, to the endcap of the Ferai distribution of the 
donor nucleus, since they are the most energetic vis-a-vis the receptor. This is analogous 
to the situation displayed on Fig. 6.6. However, the exchange model does not provide a hole 
in phase space for the final state of the nucléons, after photon emission. In the 
preequilibrium tndel, the fen projectile nucléons are disposed on concentric shells around 
the target Ferai sphere. Due to their saall nuaber and to the larger phase space associated 
to larger radii they only occupy i snail Fraction of the phase space, allowing easy 
transitions Froa shell to shell. Here again, no hole in phase space seems to appear. IL 
seems that, in both the exchange and the preequiltbriua Model, the early character of photon 
emission is more related to the energy available in the transition than to a property of the 
phase space. In this respect, it is instructive to consider the aaiiaua energy available in 
a collision for the three kind of approaches. In the 8UU aodel two nucléons froa opposite 
endcaps nay end up at 0 relative velocity. This leads to a maximum photon energy 

« S • Zei*2>l«b.«i «7* "V" - " <t".! s e e B I strange that this formula gives a finite, and large 
value, even when the beam energy vanishes. This is due to the fact that the formation of the 
hole in phase space requires energy, which has to be taken froa the collective relative 
kinetic energy of the two nuciei, in their approach phase. The smallest the relative enrgy, 
the highest the collective energy needed to create the hole for one nucléon, and therefore, 
the smallest the number oF overlapping nucléons. In the limit of vanishing beam velocity, no 
participant nucléons is left. This is an illustration of the subtle collective effects which 
can happen in BUU. In ihe prcequilibrium case the maximum energy available for a transition 
is f, the total excitation energy or e JJ - e r» 2J«,c,,_ • «,—, . whichever Is smallest. 
In fact, the preeçuilibriua model assumes some kind or partial équilibration between the 
initial excitons, without specifying the mechanism underlying It. Me feel that its 
remarkable success for accounting a large body of data is a real puzzle. The maximum energy 
available in the nucléon exchange model is less exotic and reads: «J^ - « ^ * ^Jct€bip» " 
Note that the same expression is obtained from the two sharp Fermi sphere model.Certainly, a 
closer analysis of the connection between the three dynaaical approaches would be 
worthwhile. It may be possible in the frame ol the BUU model. It remains that, even with the 
noraalization procedure on the fast particles emission the close agreement between the three 
approaches remains surprising, lable 6.2 suar^rizes the considerations made above. 
As seen on the table, we are not aware of BUU or NF calculations which incorporate the 
charged pion exchange contribution to r.ioton pruduction. Certainly, as stated above, this 
contribution should improve the situs' an at the higher beam energies. However, it may 
deteriorate the <|uaiity of the agreement, with data at lower energies. 
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/. SuHWRV AND OUTLOOK. 

In this strolling around in the realm of high energy photon production, we have found that, 
within a few years, a vast amount of experimental work has delineated thi main 
characteristics of this process. At the sane time, several theoretical attempts have been 
made to account for them, but only a few have been reasonably successful!. This is 
certainly, one of the few domains in intermediate energy Heavy-ion physics where so lltt! 
time has elapsed between the discovery of ; phenomenon, at the occasion of pion studies 
(Noll,1984; Beard,1985; Julien,1985), the recognition of its interest, and its elucidation. 
At this point It Is possible to say that we have acquired a first order (in the sense of 
perturbation theory), knowledge of high energy gamma ray production in nuclear reactions. 
Hard photon production. In Nucleus-Nucleus collisions, have been studied at beam energies 
between 10 and I2S ANeV. From these, mostly inclusive, measurements, the main 
characteristics of the photon emission have been deduced.lt was found that the photons 
seemed to be emitted in a frame having close to the half beam velocity, that is the velocity 
of the nucleon-nucleon center of mass. In this frame, the angular distributions were 
symmetrical with respect to 90* with, in most cases, a dipolar character built upon an 
Isotropic component. The spectra had almost exponentially decaying shapes, above 20 MeV, the 
Inverse slope of which increased almost linearly with beam energy per nucléon. Thes* 
characteristics are found for very light systems, like d*C or liilt as well as for ver, 
heavy ones like KrtAu or XetSn. The photon production yields follow a very simple scaling 
rule, which relates them to the number of first n-p collisions. 
These characteristics of the photon emission suggest strongly that the neutron-prot 
collisions In the early stage of the reaction are the main source of high energy -v-rays. 
Some dints of a second order of knowledge are already present in recent data. The slopes of 
the spectra, for the same beam energy per nucléon, seem to depend .In a significant way, 
upon the target mass, as well as upon the impact parameter. Ihls may be a consequence of 
changes In the Feral motion of nucléons, from system to system. 
The angular distributions appear to be more anisotropic for lighter systems than for heavier 
ones. This «ay be a signal of a persisting influence of multiple collisions, which becomes 
more Important In heavy systems. 
although the scaling lax gives photon emission probability per n-p collision which appear 
remarkbly. and surprisingly, constant for the large variety of systems studied sofar, some 
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significant variations are probably present. It is, still difficult to extract them, due to 
Ihp different expérimenta) and analysis techniques used by the different groups.there is. 
however, some evidence that this emission probability increases with bee* energy. 
Ihe only theoretical approaches which have been, sofar, able to reproduce the main trends o 
the data are dynamical calculations which evaluate the number of nucléon nucléon coll is loi 
as a function of time. To each such collision is associated a small but finite probability 
for photon emission. These calculations show that, indeed, mos% photons are produced early 
in the collision. They, also, associate closely photon and fast particle emission. However, 
these calculations, when using semi-classical expressions of the elementary nuceon-nucleon--r 
cross-section. are not able to reproduce the shape of the photon spectra, above, 
approximately. 60 AHeV incident energy. This failure is due to the important contribution of 
charged pion exchange currents to the photon production. This importance Is demonstrated In 
recent proton -Nucleus Y experimental studies. Theoretical attempts to include these 
contributions m calculations of pNucleus Y and Nucleus-Nucleus-? reactions : how 
significant improvements in their account of the experimental data. However, it remains to 
verify that the agreement obtained by the previous calculations at lower energies Is not 
deteriorated by this change in the elementary cross-sections. Future experimental work 
should aim at reducing the remaining systematic errors, so that a precise study of the 
effects of multiple collisions could be carried out. Exclusive experiments will certainly be 
realized, in order to investigate the change of spectral shapes, as well as angular 
distributions, with impact parameter. These studies may lead to the observation of 
unambiguous collective effects, whic^ we have failed to identify, so far, although they have 
been predicted. The impact parameter dependence of the photon yields may. also, be used as a 
tool in studying heavy ion reaction mechanisms. It will be Interesting to disentangle, more 
precisely, the respective contributions of statistical and breastrahlung gamma rays, at the 
lower incident energy range. At the higher energy range the contribution to the gamma 
spectra of the neutral pions decays has to be precisely estimated, sc that we could gain 
knowledge of photon production at energies as high as possible. At those energies, It is 
expected that fermi and Pauli effects would be minimized, leading, therefore, to an easier 
analysis of the production mechanisms. 
Ihe most needed experimental work is a careful and extensive study of the elementary n-p-~v 
process. The study of small systems, like p-d, d-d , ct-p is also important, since it should 
demonstrate the possible cooperative effects expected from electrodynamics. How such effects 
could affect the calculations of p Nucleus-> and Nucleus-Nucleus y processes Is important to 
elucidate. 
One of the most exciting perspective offered by the study of hard photons emission in 
Nucleus-Nucleus reactions is the possibility to examine,if and how much the nuclear tedium 
modifies the elementary n-p-y process. Such modifications are expected, for example, if the 
pion mass, in nuclear matter. Is different from its vacuum valui. In this context, It is 
important to note that it seems that, above 50 MeV, most photons are produced by the 
exchange currents. Photon production is, probably, the most sensitive probe of charged plvns 
exchange currents. 
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